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Committee on the History of the Federal Reserve System-

Progress and Plans

In the spring of 1954 the Rockefeller Foundation, taking notice of

the results of a pilot project carried on by this Committee under a limited

grant, accepted the Committee's proposal that a study be made of the history

of the Federal Reserve System and for that purpose provided funds to carry

the project for five years. The first of those years having passed, the

Committee now wishes to ask the Foundation's consideration of progress to

date and plans for the future.

I. Progress to Date

The Proposal which elicited the grant included a plan for work in

three fields. The Committee planned to engage in Archival and Research

activities which were described at some length, to undertake the commission-

ing of Major Works in two categories, the definitive history and a pattern

of related monographs, and to engage in the Editing and Publishing of Pertinent

Documents. This third enterprise was seen as arising out of the other two

and therefore was not ranked as probably active until the later stages of the

project.

A. Archival and Research Activities

As will be seen in a report to the Committee enclosed with this

review, achievments of the Committee staff in the field of archival and

research activities are considerable. Not only has a sound basis been laid

in collecting and arranging essential material which will be useful in

various aspects of this study, but the continuing discovery of private papers

and the collecting of memories by interview is greatly enriching the whole

field of documents available for research purposes in this area. The staff

has discovered the whereabouts of Cf^f pertinent collections of papers, and
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has records of some 90 interviews with Board and Bank officers, directors

and related officials, with special attention to those who have had long

service. Already four sets of private archives (the papers of Ogden Mills,

Fred I. Kent, Emmanuel Goldenweiser and Frank Vanderlip) have been saved

from pending destruction or slow disintegration and moved, or are being moved,

to responsible libraries. A major university has been inspired to plan the

establishing of a new library for monetary research.

At one time the Committee thought it might be necessary to handle

and catalogue some of these private collections on its own account. Its

first commission in this field was for a Selective Inventory of the Papers of

Carter Glass, which was made by Dr. Elbert Kincaid and a group of graduate

students at the University of Virginia in the summer of 1954• This inventory,

a valuable research aid, is now in mimeograph form awaiting inclusion in the

Committee's publishing program.

At the same time, the ground has been laid for research into the

early records of Banks and Board by personal visits of the director and by

questionnaires which will make it possible to coordinate information as to

what historical material is kept in libraries and files, how it is kept, and

how long it may be available* It seems probable that no outside committee,

lacking what might be called official status, has ever been given such valu-

able cooperation by these financial institutions.

Meanwhile extensive card catalogues have been developed for the

recording and filing of essential data, and easy reference to it. These in-

clude first, career data for all Board members, senior officers and directors

of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks from 1914 to 1954) we also have a sub-

file for economists and monetary experts who are important in Federal Reserve

history and for those who might be participants in this project. Second, we

have a chronological card file for the forty years' of System history which
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includes not only pertinent government officials, but also the legislation

affecting the System^ the litigation (this is in process), the chief

Congressional hearings, the policy actions taken; an "Influential Events"

category is still in process. Third comes a bibliographic file paying

particular attention to periodical contributions and special studies elsewhere

unlisted. This may form the basis for a publishable bibliography of wide

usefulness.

These archival and research activities are by no means finished.

By definition, such labors expand in depth as a project of this type grows.

They are, however, so well in hand that in the second year they need no

longer occupy a major part of the staff director's attention.

B. Commissioned Works

Work in the archival and research sector was planned to lead into

and feed the second category of Committee activity, the commissioning of the

history itself and of monographs dealing with special aspects of that

history*

The monographic phase had a happy start last spring when Dr. Lester

Chandler of Princeton University was commissioned to begin work on the bi-

ography of Benjamin Strong, Central Banker - a task for which three years

was the time allotted. Dr. Chandler, to whom Bank, Board and family files

have been freely opened, spent from January through May reading through files

made available in the Committee offices by the Federal Reserve Bank of New

York. He has done considerable correlative interviewing and reports that he

expects to begin the writing process in September.

Other monographs and monograph writers have been discussed but

have, by common consent, been set aside until the historian was appointed.

A panel of possible authors and a list of some thirty possible subjects were

noted and circulated for consideration, but decisions were postponed on the
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ground that the author of the major history, his needs and his wishes, were

of the first order of importance, and that until he should be at work, no

arrangements which might later seem in conflict should be made.

The definitive history, and the man to write it, have been, in

the minds of Committee members, the core of the whole project, and the

objects of their primary interest. When the Proposal was made a year ago,

we said that, "The major project will be put in charge of a scholar of wide

experience and attainments who will have general supervision over its

various parts and who will himself undertake some of the writing assign-

ments which the Committee contemplates."

We were then assured, and we so informed the Foundation, that

Mr. W, Randolph Burgess, then Deputy to the Secretary of the Treasury and

now Under Secretary in charge of Monetary Affairs, would occupy this post

when his work at the Treasury was completed. The intervening year has made

it clear that while Mr* Burgess' interest in the project has not flagged,

his work at the Treasury has grown more, rather than less, demanding and

intensive; in any foreseeable future we cannot expect him to assume the

responsibility for the major historical study, but we have every reason for

expecting his aid and counsel in regular Committee activities0

When it became clear that the original plan could not be carried

out, Committee members began at once to seek an alternate for Mr. Burgess

who should bring to the project talents and reputation of an equivalent

order. They canvassed the field at the top academic level, and examined

into the credentials and the abilities of forty-two men who seemed possibly

fitted by reputation and experience to undertake the task. Out of these,

ten were selected as possibilities.

Then began a most diligent process of consideration and interview.

Almost without exception the first reaction was one of enthusiastic interest,
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followed by the handicap of individual difficulties. Either the potential

candidate felt himself too old to undertake so long and arduous a new task,

or he was too deeply committed to his present occupation to "be ready to

change it for another which at "best would be of relatively short duration*

Added to those difficulties was the fact that men of the "desired caliber

make their commitments far in advance. The Committee was forced to con-

clude that the process of enlisting scholars of the first rank in a project

of this importance involved a longer time interval than had been estimated.

We are continuing the search.

C. Publishing

The third division of the Proposal concerned the editing and

publishing of pertinent documents. This was outlined as a late phase of the

project, but two accomplishments should be listed. The first is the

Selective Inventory of the Papers of Carter Glass, described on page 2,

which awaits inclusion in a future publishing program. The second is a

report looking toward that program which the staff director made after in-

terviewing key publishing houses of the commercial, the university and the

institutional types. This report constitutes a preliminary survey which

lays the base for later planning.

II. Plans for the Future

Having in mind the considerable progress which has been made,

the Committee has ended its first yearns work with steadfast faith in the

importance of its project, with preparatory work in the Archival and

Research field well under way, with the most amicable relations established

among the people whose cooperation is essential to the project's ultimate

success. They have one research volume (the Glass inventory) approaching

readiness for publication, and one monograph (the Chandler-Strong study)

satisfactorily in process.
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Balanced against these points of progress are the considerable

disappointments resulting from the Treasury's continued need for the full-

time services of Mr. Burgess, and the Committee's inability to find an

alternate for him between the time that need was made apparent and the end

of the project's first year.

When the Committee members realized that, despite every effort,

they were approaching the end of the first year with no historian in hand,

they reconsidered the monographic approach. A new list of potential

authors and subjects was prepared and submitted which might have proved

itself had time not been so pressing. But here too the time factor was

a stumbling block. In spite of a most careful combing of the field, it has

not been possible during the first year to plan and commission a pattern

of monographs.

Plans for the history are therefore in abeyance until a scholar

of the required caliber can be secured. Plans for relevant monographs are

still in the exploratory stage, with two competent writers (in addition to

Dr. Chandler) known to be available and a complete design for a monograph

pattern in the discussion stage.

The nature of this experience is such as to persuade the Committee

that one of the governing reasons for the Foundation's approval of this

project - namely, the need for restudying the history of the System - carries

with it certain obligations for which this project has made no adequate pro-

vision. Ours is not the first group to find the first rate economic his-

torians in the United States to be in short supply. We knew this to be the

case when we entered on the project. Indeed, this condition, and the

corresponding lack in adequate historical treatment of monetary affairs, was

a governing factor in our original request.
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What we had not anticipated was that this barrenness seems to pre-

vail not only among the middle group but also among the young. In an economy

so dependent upon monetary factors, we find this lack of a scholarly focus

on monetary history and its lessons to be acutely disturbing. We feel that

there is great need for a major effort directed toward awakening in younger

economists a sense of the importance of monetary history in the affairs of

the nation, with particular emphasis on the changes wrought since the creation

of the Federal Reserve System, and we would like to add plans for such an

effort to our list for the coming year.

However, we recognize that before accepting the responsibilities

imposed by new plans, we must arrange for those laid on us by old ones. In

view of the Proposal made a, year ago, the considerable progress achieved and

the disappointments experienced, we find ourselves facing two alternatives,

on which we would like to consult the Foundation from whom our funds are

derived. On the one hand, we can proceed energetically along the course

described above, continuing to stress the monographic approach, looking

particularly for younger talent and at the same time continuing to search

for the desired author competent and able to undertake the definitive history.

On the other, recognizing that the pace of commissioning authors has been

slower than we hoped and that this slower pace may imperil the completion

of the project in the time allowed, we can, if the Foundation so advises,

proceed at once to liquidate our present commitments with the understanding

that no new activities shall be started. W V ^nM ArTf^ H&& ^ ^ **YJ*' '

A. The first alternative implies a continuation of the course which

the Committee has been following, with some changes and some additions,

1. In view of the difficulty of securing an economic historian

of the required stature, the Committee proposes to devote its immediate
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attention to the monographic approach to the field of Federal Reserve

history. This calls for a carefully planned series of monographs,

coherent and related, which will cover not only the more obvious

problems but also include sufficient penetration in depth to ex-

amine certain phases for which new material exists and new inter-

pretations are desirable. It demands a panel of writers which will

include men experienced in Federal Reserve practice, academic

observers of monetary affairs, and younger students able to bring

new disciplines and new insights into play.

The success or failure of the undertaking will be de-

termined by the availability within a reasonable time of competent

students wishing and able to do the studies. As part of the search

for them we propose to call in the autumn a conference focussed on

the problem and enlisting the outstanding students and authorities

in the field for the nomination of names and discussion of subjects*

We have also under consideration the planning of a seminar course at

the Brookings Institution for the longer term stimulation of interest

among younger men in the history of the Federal Reserve System, In-

vitations would be issued to the most pomising of the younger monetary

economists with particular emphasis on their proven interest in writ-

ing on monetary subjects,

2. This emphasis on the monographic approach would by no means

be considered a substitute for the hunt for an historian of the first

caliber who could undertake the definitive history which has been the

core of this project. It is contemplated as a shift in balance which,

if men can be enlisted as in Paragraph 1 above, would allow us to get

more studies under way sooner. We would at the same time continue a

diligent search for a scholar able to carry the core of this project.
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3« Archival and Research activities would continue, with some

changes of emphasis, toward the completion of certain phases and the

addition of others. Plans include an intent

a. To continue the visits to the Board, to the end of

improving our research record of material available there.

b. To carry on by means of correspondence the good relations

already established with the twelve banks. Visits may be

necessary on occasion, but these should be minor until the

point of intensive research into individual Bank history has

been reached,

c. To continue the hunt for papers, the recording of their

whereabouts, and the recommendations for deposit of important

collections in appropriate libraries.

d. To complete the biographic, bibliographic and chronological

master files. Of these the first and third are nearly

finished; the second, planned for ultimate publication;, con-

tinues to grow.

e. To revise the interview process so as to lay less stress

on collecting of general memories and more on

(i) Interviews in depth with men known to have

participated in important decisions at important

moments. The -number of interviews will be smaller,

but the research value should be greater.

(ii) Well planned group or conference interviews

on the highest level like the two at Princeton which

proved so valuable in November 1954 an(3- January 1955 •

4, We would continue to keep in mind what was< originally the

third section of the Proposal, namely the editing and publishing of
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pertinent documents, but we anticipate no final decisions in this

sector until 1956-57.

B. The second alternative should, if adopted, allow time for the com-

pletion of work under way. This includes archival and research activities

which could be wound up by June 195^, and the completion of Dr. Chandler's

study of Benjamin Strong which has two years to run (until 1957)• It would

preclude the completion of a definitive bibliography or the undertaking of

a publishing program. Staff work should, with the adoption of this alterna-

tive, cease June 30, 195& except for bookkeeping operations connected with

the Chandler-Strong book, a task which the Brookings Institution probably

could assume- Funds remaining when existing commitments are fulfilled would

be returned to the Foundation. The decision to liquidate would be painful*

but the Committee realizes that the slower pace may make it seem reasonable.

The Committee would prefer to proceed with the first and more posi-

tive of these programs. However, it feels the need of Foundation advice and

therefore seeks it. Whatever the decision, the Committee wishes to record

its graditude for the privilege of having been able to carry forward the work

herein presented*

Acknowledgment s

Before concluding this review of the first year's Progress and Plans,

the Committee wishes to point with pride and pleasure to the quality and extent

of cooperation which the System itself is according this study by an outside

staff. This cooperation has taken many forms, from the open doors and the

thoughtful assistance rendered in Washington to the welcome accorded the

CommitteeTs director in all twelve regional banks. Officers have ¥©e*r granted

interviews, employees have searched out information with unfailing courtesy

and interest. The staffs daily work in the comfortable and efficient offices
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provided free of rent by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York is made easier

by courtesies on the part of the Bank staff who mend our typewriters, buy

supplies for us, lend us library facilities, allow us cafeteria privileges,

furnish emergency typing aid, permit us to examine old files and, in general,

combine for us the best features of treatment as honored guests and as

members of the Bank family.

That this type of assistance has greatly facilitated the work of

inquiry into the research material which might be available to properly

qualified students goes without saying. It also constitutes a substantial

contribution to the project.

At the same time, the !̂ 'O'i»e''femmyL«wĝ ^ tribute, to the

quality and extent of interest shown in the project by the very busy men who

make up the membership of this Committee. This is in the best sense of the

word a working group, responsive to every request made by officers or staff

members, willing to make room in crowded schedules for meetings, alert to

requests for consultation by telephone or personal conference. In addition

to attending business meetings, these men have given up two Saturdays and one

Sunday for full-day group conferences at Princeton, and they show every

desire to contribute to the project whatever is asked in terms of time or

thought. As they are themselves men of wide experience in the theory or

<practice of Federal Reserve operation, the ability to draw on this reservoir

of knowledge gives the project a rare distinction.

Another notable feature is the hearty cooperation given this project

by men of many types in many fields who have served terms as bank officers

or bank directors, and who now respond to requests for information with an

alacrity which is as gratifying as it is valuable. Some of them contribute

written memoirs, some agree to open their files for research, others submit

to long interviews of the kind that recreate their past in the System. It
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has been our repeated experience that a mere mention of the project serves to

evoke a wide interest in the subject and a statement of its aims brings an

immediate recognition of its broad import.

Of primary importance in the Committee's work is the participation

of the Brookings Institution with its long and varied experience in the nurs-

ing of scholarly inquiries and the accumulated wisdom which its President

brings to bear on Committee problems, We count ourselves fortunate to have

the Institution's counsel and encouragement5 also we are grateful for its

hospitality, and for the high quality of its aid and advice in some of the

more puzzling daily tasks.

Donald Woodward
Secretary
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Paper Hunt

The following list contains the names of men whose papers we have
discovered, with a quick description of their location.

Aldrich, Nelson

Some papers in Library of Congress, where listing is available. Son
Winthrop has complete set of National Monetary Commission papers with Nelson's
annotations. Will make these available to Committee.

Await, Gloyd

Papers, including those dealing with banking holiday, still in his
possession. He intends to write his memoirs from them.

Baker, Newton D.

Papers are at the Library of Congress. Committee has permission to
consult.

Baker, Ray Stannard

Papers in the Library of Congress contain material about Woodrow Wilson,
whose papers Baker edited. Committee has listing.

Ballantine, Arthur

Three file cabinets in his office. Day-by-day memoranda on banking
crisis of 1933 at his house. Negotiations still under way.

Bankhead, Senator John A.

Papers are deposited in the State Archives at Montgomery, Alabama.

Borah, Senator William

Papers in the Library of Congress. Committee has permission to .consult.

Brandeis, Louis

Papers are in the library at the University of Louisville, Kentucky.

Bruere, Henry

Memoirs transcribed by Columbia University Oral History Research
Office.

Bryan, William Jennings

Papers are in the Library of Congress. Committee has permission to
consult*

Burieson, Albert

Papers are in the Library of Congress. Committee may consult.
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Coolidge, Calvin

Papers divided between the Library of Congress and the Forbes Library
at Northampton, Massachusetts. Committee has listing of latter collection, and
will obtain listing of former.

Cumberland, William Wilson

Memoirs transcribed by Columbia Oral History Project. Some foreign
exchange material pertinent. Open for use.

Curtis, James Freeman

Two-volume memoir was recorded by him in 1951 for Oral History Project
at Columbia. 50 pages concerned with Federal Reserve Bank of New York have been
photostatted and are in Committee files. No other known papers except as in-
corporated in Federal Reserve Bank of New York files.

Curtiss, Frederic Haines

Committee has small collection given under instructions that papers be
inspected and destroyed. Includes critical memoranda and correspondence. Other
papers remain with Mr. Curtiss but should be solicited for library preservation.

Daniels, Josephus

Papers are in the Library of Congress. Committee may consult.

Davis, Chester

Memoirs transcribed by Columbia Oral History Project. Private papers
in own possession.

Davis, Norman H.

Papers have been given to the Library of Congress but are presently
on loan to Yale University for two years.

Dawes, Charles G.

Papers in the Deering Library, Northwestern University.

Dawes, Henry

Official papers, from his term as Comptroller of Currency, left in
Washington. No other papers known to exist, but Deering Library at Northwestern
University should be queried.

Day, Edmund

Papers occupying 100 linear feet are in the Mann Library at Cornell
University. Contains small amount of material on Federal Reserve.
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Delano, Frederic Adrian

Papers have been divided "between the library at Princeton, New Jersey
and the Roosevelt Library at Hyde Park.

Draper, Ernest

Diary of 300 pages covering May 1941 - 1949 now in possession of
Mrs. Draper, may be given to University of Virginia.

Ebersole, John F.

Papers given to Baker Library at Harvard University except for small
collection of Federal Reserve material still in possession of his widow, who will
let Committee survey them.

Eccles, Marriner

Twenty-six volumes of papers, bound and indexed, are deposited in
Mr. Eccles' office in Salt Lake City. On suggestion by this Committee, they have
been promised to the Library of Congress after Mr. Eccles' death.

Forgan} James B.

Papers are filed and held in storage room of the First National Bank
of Chicago. Committee may consult them.

Fraser, Leon

Small collection of papers given this Committee and now in files.
Rest may be in B.I.S.

Gilbert, Sa Parker

Pertinent papers incorporated in those of the Bank of International
Settlement. Widow reports all private papers were destroyed after his death.

Glags, Carter

Papers in the Alderman Library, University of Virginia occupy 138 lin-
ear feet, and include 7 volumes of letter press as well as well as 6l4 boxes.
Committee has selective inventory of Federal Reserve material.

Goldenweiser, Emmanuel A.

Papers occupy 21 linear feet of shelf space, are being moved under
Committee urging and assistance to Library of Congress. Committee may consult.

Hamlin, Charles

Diaries and indexes deposited in the Library of Congress now open for
students use. Committee has listing, and borrowed copy of exerpts typed for the
Board of Governors.
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Harding, Warren G.

Papers supposed to "be in the possession of the Harding Memorial
Association at Marion, Ohio. Further information sought but not available.

Hardy, Charles 0.

Papers in hands of his daughter Margaret (Mrs. Potter) in Washington.
Committee has permission to inspect. Still in negotiation.

Harrison, George L.

7 l/2 file drawers now in the charge of his secretary, Mias McCarrick,
at the Hew York Life Insurance Company, 51 Madison Avenue. Permission to con-
sult has been granted this Committee.

Hepburn, Ao Barton

Papers in library of Columbia University.

Hitchcock, Senator Gilbert M.

Papers are in Library of Congress. Committee may consult.

Hollander, Jacob

Papers are at Johns Hopkins University. Amount of Federal Reserve ma-
terial still to be ascertained.

Hoover, Herbert

Papers in the Hoover Library at Stanford University. Closed until new
archivist is appointed and trained.

Hopkins, Harry

Papers are in the Roosevelt Library at Hyde Park, K. Y.

House, Colonel Edward M.

Papers are in the Library of Congress. Committee may consult.

Houston, David

Fragmentary collection deposited in the Houghton Library at Harvard
University. Treasury material in National Archives at Washington.

Hughes, Charles Evans

Papers are in the Library of Congress. Committee will receive copy
of listing.

Kemmerer, Dr. Edwin

Papers are with the Benjamin Strong collection in the library at
Princeton University.
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Kent, Fred I.

Papers have, at Committee urging, been saved from destruction and
moved to library at Princeton University.

Lamont, Thomas Wilson

Papers still in files of J. P. Morgan and Company. Disposition not
decided. Son will let us know.

Lane, Franklin K.

Papers are in the library of the University of California.

Lansing, Robert

Papers are in the Library of Congress. Committee may consult.

Laughlin, James Lawrence

Papers 1910 to 1932 and 1912 to 1914 are in the Library of Congress.

Leffingwell, Russell C.

Collection of printed papers in bound volume given to Committee. Also
said to be 25 volumes letter press copies of correspondence stored in his basement.

Lichtenstein, Walter

Papers covering years as Secretary of Federal Reserve Advisory
Committee have been given to Baker Library at Harvard University. Part of 70
cases of material given Harvard.

Martin, William McC, Sr.

Papers are in the possession of his son Malcolm in St. Louis.
Committee has been promised listing.

Mellon, Andrew

Official papers of Treasury service now in national Archives. Others
stored in Pittsburgh and Washington.

Meyer, Eugene

Papers still in his possession include f or 8 volumes of diaries.
Collection now in use by biographer, final disposition not determined. Also
being interviewed by Columbia Oral History Project.

Miller, Adolph C.

Papers found in Mr. Miller's house were deposited in the Federal
Reserve Board, listed by them, and a copy provided for the use of this Committee.
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Mills, Qgden

Papers in 25 boxes have, at Committee suggestion, been moved from the
family garage to the Library of Congress which is still processing them.
Committee will get listing when prepared.

Mitchell, Charles E.

Secretary has storage closet full of papers which she will inspect
for relevant material. Still in negotiation.

Mitchell, Wesley C>

Papers in Columbia University library listed as Wesley C. Mitchell
Collection. Includes diary over 43 years.

Morgan, J. P«

Son Junius says papers are mostly in the Morgan and Company files.
Father not given to memoranda or much correspondence. This might yield to fur-
ther work as needed.

.Morgenthau, Henry Jr.

Papers, including the famous diaries and telephone records, at
Roosevelt Library in Hyde Park, except those said to be in use by a scholar at
M.I.T.

Morgenthau, Henry Sr.

30 volumes diaries and notes 1871-1919* ̂ 3 volumes diaries and notes
1920-1940 in the Library of Congress. Listing available.

Morrill, Chester

Memoirs recorded by Oral History Research Office at Columbia University
include substantial section regarding his years at Federal Reserve Board. Will
not be open for use until 5 years after his death.

Morrow, Pwight

Papers presented to Amherst College library by his widow and avail-
able there to students. Committee has listing,

Jfewlauds, Senator Francis J.

Papers are in the Library of Congress. Committee may consult.

Worris, George

Papers are in the Library of Congress. Committee has copy of listing.

Overman, Senator Lee S.

Papers are in the library at the University of North Carolina.
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Owen, Robert Latham

Papers 1920-1941 in the Library of Congress contain some Federal
Reserve material but not as much as expected.

Platt, Edmund

Committee has a small collection of papers sent us by Mrs. Platt.
Others are in the files of the Federal Reserve Board.

Poindexter, Senator Miles

Papers are deposited in the Alderman Library at the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville.

Reynolds, Jackson

Memoirs recorded and transcribed by Columbia University Oral History
Research Office. Open for use.

Roosevelt, Franklin D«

Papers arranged and indexed for students in the Roosevelt Library at
Hyde Park.

Simmonsy Senator Furnifold

Papers are deposited in the library at Duke University, Durham, North
Carolina.

Snyder, Carl

1 l/2 linear feet of correspondence between Snyder and Benjamin Strong
bosed and kept with Strong papers in New York Federal Reserve Bank.

Sprague, Oliver M. W.

A few papers, including letters from Banjamin Strong, are in the pos-
session of Mr. Sprague's .son, The Committee has had photostats made of impor-
tant speeches not otherwise available.

Stettinius, Edward

Papers in the University of Virginia library at Charlottesville.

Strauss, Albert

Few papers survived. The Committee has a small set of speeches pres-
ented by a daughter.

Strong., Benjamin

Papers occupy two file cabinets in the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York. Others in possession of son, Benjamin Strong. Now in use by Dr. Lester
Chandler for biography commissioned by this Committee.
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Thomas, Senator Elbert D>

Papers are deposited in the Roosevelt Library at Hyde Park, H. Y.

Traylor, Melvin

Papers are filed and held in storage rooms of the First national Bank
of Chicago. Committee may consult.

Underwood, Oscar E.

Papers are apparently in the State Archives at Montgomery, Alabama.

Untermeyer, Samuel

Papers still in possession of his estate. Committee has been given
bound collection of speeches, 1^10-1922.

Vanderlip, Frank Arthur

Estimated 132 linear feet of papers in family garage at Scarborough
useful for Aldrich Plan and early Federal Reserve comment. Negotiations under
way to get collection to Columbia University library which wants it.

Walsh, Senator Thomas J.

Papers are deposited in the Library of Congress. Committee may con-
sult them.

Warburg, James Paul

(Son of Paul M. Warburg). Papers now at home in Greenwich include
6 volume diary for 1933-1934 covering banking holiday and London Economic
Conference. Committee has permission to consult*

Warburgj Paul M.

Papers now in possession of his son James at Greenwich, Connecticut
include a skeleton diary of 1907-1914, and October 4-24, 1915- The Committee
has permission to consult. Committee has important early memorandum on
acceptances.

Warren, Robert B»

Papers including some 200 essays and memoranda, mostly unpublished,
together with correspondence, are being edited for publication by Dr. F. Cyril
James. Final deposit not decided. Committee has list.

Wetmore, Frank

Papers are filed and held in storage rooms of the First National Bank
of Chicago. Committee may consult.
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9

Wiggin, Albert H.

25 page memoir in Chase National Bank library. Daughter, Mrs. Sherburne
Prescott, has others. Inquiry still under way.

Williams, John Skelton

Papers include diaries, as well as some speeches and correspondence.
Still in possession of Mr. Williams5 family, but promised to a responsible
library where students could consult them.

Willis, Henry Parker

Papers in family home in Staten Island, bequeathed to son Parker Willis
in Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. Columbia University library may ask for col-
lection. Still in negotiation. .

Wilson, Woodrow

Papers in Library of Congress. Committee has permission to consult.

Wolfey 0. Howard

Papers include correspondence and speeches on Gold Settlement Fund re-
cently brought from Philadelphia to his home in Milford, Pennsylvania. Still in
negotiation.

Wyatt, Walter

Papers still in his hands include daily memos of events during banking
holiday. Still in negotiation.

Young, Owen D.

128 linear feet of papers, sorted and in manuscript boxes, deposited
in vault room at Van Hornesville, New York. Committee has permission to study.

Young, Roy

Papers are still in possession of Mr. Young, who says he has promised
them to a newspaper friend for the writing of a biography. Still in negotiation.
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Committee on the History of the Federal Reserve System,

Profile of Federal Reserve System Top Command

Fron the material gathered in our biographic files the staff has
drawn a quick sketch of Bank directors and their chairmen, of Board members,
of Bank presidents (we use the never term but include those vho were called
governor^ before 1935) • Here is the composite picture of the men who, during
forty ymt$, have had the final responsibility of making those decisions
which have shaped the System as it is today. We now know what section of
the country (or another country) they came from, what level of education they
had, what business experience they acquired. ¥e know how old they were when
they came into office, and how lo^g they stayed in the System* s service*.

The biographic cards tell us a good deal more about them in addition
to these basic facts, and it v\a.y seem desirable later to do a more intensive
surveyo We note, for example, that men now in directorships seem to have had
more yettrsr of formal education than did the earlier ones, and we would like
to test the two levels with those prevailing in other occupations in the
United 9t#te* at the same periods to see whether this represents the general
trend or obeys some deviation peculiar to bankers.. We are, however* well
aware of the statistical perils that lurk in any attempt to get averages out
of such small groups, and it may be that description, backed by carefully
chosen examples, will prove to be a better way of making comparisons*

From November 1914 when the Board and the twelve Banks opened their
doors to December 31, 1954 a total of 36 men have served as Board members,
60 as Bank presidents (or governors}", 79 as chairmen, and 590 as directors*
These 636 $ien (this total excludes the figure for chairmen, who were of course
directors, but still contains a small amount of duplication among men holding
more than one office} constitute the top decision-making group that runs the
central banking system of the United States5 their composite profile is
visible behind monetary and economic changes that are felt far beyond the
limits of this country.

A surprisingly large number of them, wherever they serve, were born
in the Middle West. 14 Board members, 26 presidents (or governors}, 33 chair-
men, 236 directors came from the regions comprised in the five Federal Reserve
districts-(7,6,9,10,11) located mostly in the great central valleys that feed
the Mississippi River• The Northeast (districts 1,2,3,4), for all its pre-
ponderance of population and of financial strength, comes second in the breed-
ing of men who have risen to the top in Federal Reserve posts*

As for their education, our information raises questions. Of the 36
Board members, 12 ended their formal education with a bachelor's degree and
14 added advanced degrees, making a total of 26 or 72.2$ who went through col-
lege. Bank presidents include 45% in the same category, chairmen 49.4%*
Among directors, curious differences catch the eye* Of the Class A directors,
only 30o 7% went through college (9<>9% with an advanced degree) and 13*4%
finished their formal education with the end of grammar school* Of Class B
directors, 45*6% went through college (16.1% took a higher degree} and 14*4%
stopped with grammar school. Among Class C directors, 46*2% had at least a
bachelor's degree (26% took a higher degree) and only 9.1% had to be content
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with grammar school*. Less than half (4.0o7&J of the men who have acted as
Federal Reserve Bank directors during some part of these forty years were col-
lege graduates, while the group as a whole is divided almost equally between
those who did and those who did not go to collegeo

These men were mostly over fifty when they entered their high
offices** Here too differences characterize the various positions• Of Board
members'* 44-5$ were between '51 and 55 when they were appointed. For Bank
president ('or governors), the favorite age has a wider swing, and one notes
that moBt of "them were between 46 and 60, with very little to choose between
the thrife ifive^year spans in those fifteen years. Chairmen tended to be
^lightly older - here the majority were between 51 and 65 on appointment,, As
tor directors, the largest percentages in the A group fall between 46 and 65,
with 56-6O being the preferred ageo The B group clusters between 51 and 60,
with a preference far 56-6G, though the spread throughout the middle years
is fairly even0 The Class C directors are one age bracket younger<>

The surprising thing is the sharp break that comes for all the
groups at age 40a As though this represented a major hurdle, the appointments
and elections begin to pick up once that anniversary is passedo Only 1 Board
member, 3 presidents, 2 chairmen were chosen under that magic age, end only
50856 of the directors have been that young o

Tt ±& ki the~t>ecttpationBi experience which they bring to their posts
that Federal Reserve officials suddenly break into great variety, so great
that th£ chart itself tells the tale better than any summary„ Presidents and
chairmen are weighted on the banking sideo A directors, being chosen by the
member banks, all come out of banking„ But among Board members, experience
in public administration runs banking experience a close secondo And if B
directors are rather heavily weighted in manufacturing, refining and construc-
tion, they are balanced by the C directors who draw members from so many
other classes of occupationsQ

Born largely in the Middle West, most of them with at least a high
school education and almost half of them college graduates, between fifty and
sixty years of age on appoin-bnent, with a wide range of business experience
behind them, this is the composite picture of decision-makers in the Federal
Reserve System „ Once they get in, how long do they stay? Long enough to
put seasoned experience to work? So long that their colleagues begin to
mutter about "the dead hand?"

Ve have divided length of service charts two ways, looking at length
of service in tfye System and length of service in the particular position,
and separating those whose teixns had ended prior to December 31, 1954- from
those who were still in office on the 31st of December, 1954o From them
w© learn that the most favored term for directors has been 4 to 10 years but
that a surprising number went on to serve 11 to 20 yearse The 11 to 20 year
stretch in the System has been the favorite among Bank presidents (or
governors), chairmen and Board members, though the largest number of presi-
dents have stayed in that position 4 to 10 years; Board members have been
moved or resigned to such an extent that more than half of those whose terms
had ended before December 31, 1954 had only stayed three years at most in
officeo The fringe figures catch the eye in charts like these - the 4
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directors that served 31 to 4# years on Bank boards* the 3 Board members who
served the System from 21 to 30 years, or the 13 Bank presidents who stayed
in office three years at mosto

It is the reasons for these deviations that one seeks, and theif
effect on the System" s courseo We hope to refine these sketches, to work out
ways of comparison over time that will reveal what has been happening in
human t£rms to the System*s high command during the decades of its life,, A
matter &tr such great importance to the United States calls for the best
analysis that can be given ito
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Place of Birth - Board Members,, Rank Presidents .and Directors

1914 - 1954

Place of Birth lay Grouping*

Board Members

Number

* pf Total

Bank Men

A

9

25 oQ

Presidents & Governors

Number

* of Total

Chairmen

Number

* of Total

A Directors

Number

* of Total

B Directors

Number

* of Total

C Directors

Number

* of Total

13

21o7

23

29 ol

65

32ol

60

33o3

64

30 08

B

6

16o7

11

18o3

16

20o3

23

13o9

30

I6o7

31

14*9

C

14

38 o9

26

43*3

33

41o3

83

41ol

70

38 o9

83

39 o9

D

5

13 o9

7

Ilo7

3

3o8

7

3.5

4

2o2

9

4°3

Foreign
Country

2

5*5

2

3*3

2

2,5

7

3o5

3

1.7

8

3o8

Info. Not
Available

0

0

1

Io7

2

2o5

12

5o9

13

7o2

13

6o3

Total

36

100O0*

60

100,0*

79

10000*

202

100O0*

180

100.0*

208

10000*

* Groupings are: A - Federal Reserve Districts 1,2,3>4 (Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Cleveland)

B - Federal Reserve Districts 5*6 (Richmond, Atlanta)
C - Federal Reserve Districts 7,8,9,10,11 (Chicago, Sta kouis,

Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas)
D - Federal Reserve District 12 (San Francisco)
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Highest Level of Education Completed - Board Members, Bank

Presidents and Directors, 1914 - 1954

Highest Level Completed

Grammar High Advanced Info» Not
School* School College Degree** Available Total

Board Members

Number 1 7 12 14 2 36

% of Total 2o8 19o4 33»3 38»9 5.6 100o0%

Bank Men

Presidents & Governors

Number 8 22 10 17 3 60

% of Total 13.3 36o7 16*7 28,3 5*0 100.0%

Chairmen

Number 6 29 21 18 5 79

% of Total 7o6 36o7 26o6 22O8 6,3 100.0%

A Directors

Number 27 83 42 20 30 202

% of Total 13.4 41ol 20o8 9*9 14.8 100.0%

B Directors

Number 26 49 53 29 23 180

% of Total 14*4 27o2 29o5 I6d 12o8 100o0%

C Directors

Number 19 66 42 54 27 208

% of Total 9ol 31o7 20o2 26o0 13.0 100.0%

* Educatitmal i)atJkground listing "public schools," but not specifically-
mentioning high school, is included in grammar school categoryo

** "Advanced Degree" includes LLoBo as well as masters degree or doctorate»
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Age Upon Entering Position of Board Member, Bank President and Director - 1914-1954

Age Interval (inclusive)

Board Members
Number

$ of Total

Bank Men

Presidents
Number

$ of Total

Chairman
Number

$ of Total

A Directors
Number

$ of Total

B Directors
Number

$ of Total

C Directors
Number

io of Total

Below

35

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

1.5

4

2.2

0

0

35-40

1

2,8

3

5c0

2

2.5

12

5-9

4

2.2

11

5-3

41-45

5

13*9

8

13.3

8

10.1

20

9.9

20

11.1

30

14.4

46-50

7

19.4

15

25*0

7

B-9

35

17.3

29

16.1

27

13.0

51-55

16

44o5

16

26.7

18

22.8

39

19.3

35

19.5

56

26.9

56-60

4

l l o l

14

23.3

23

29el

43

21.2

36

20.0

40

19 o2

61-65

3

8.3

3

12

15.2

29

14 = 4

21

11.7

23

11.0

66-70

0

0

0

0

3

3c8

10

5.0

15

8.3

7

3̂ 4

71
and
Over

0

0

0

0

4

5.1

3

1.5

2

1.1

2

Io0

Info
Not
Avail

0

0

0

1.7

2

2.5

8

4.0

14

7.8

12

5.8

Total

36

100.0$

60

100.0$

79

200.0$

202

100.0$

180

100=0$

208

100.0$
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Occupation Immediately Prior to Taking Office in System of Board Memberŝ

Bank Presidents and Directors s \91k - 195it

Occupational Groupings

Board Members
Number

% of t o t a l

Bank Men
Governors and

Number

% of Total

Chairmen
Number

% of Total

A Directors
Number

% of Total

B Directors
Number

% of Total

C Directors
Number

% of Total

Agric#
Mining

Forestry

2

$s

1

lo7

3

3.8

0

0

2k

13.2

23

noi

Mfg*
Refin-

ing
Con-

s t rno

1

2.8

3

5.0

15

18.9

0

0

78

te.9

36

17.3

Transp*
Cosmflun.

Pub ,
Ut«,

1

2*8

1

1.7

k

5.1

0

0

19

io.5

22

10#6

Trade
Com-
merce

0

0

0

0

Hi

17.7

0

0

33

18.2

31

I2w9

Finance
Insur-
ance
Real
Est»

1

2.8

2

3.3

9

11.1*

0

0

7

3o8

15

7o2

Bank-
ins

Hi

38.9

1*1

68.2

23

29.1

202

1OO.C#

1

0.5

32

I5.it

&ca-
demic

3

8«3

3

5.0

k

5.1

0

0

0

0

15

Public
Admina

13

36.1

3

5.0

1

Io3

0

0

5

2.7

9

ks

Prof.

1

2#8

k

6.7

3

3.8

0

0

2

l e i

8

3.8

None

0

0

1

1.7

1

1.3

0

0

0

0

2

1*0

Info.
Not

Avlb,

0

0

1

1.7

2

2.5

0

0

13

7a

35

Total

36

1OO.Q£

60

100.0$

19

100.0$

202

ioo.q#

182*

100*<#

208

100.0$

number
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Length of Service in the Positions of Poard Membership, Bank Presidency

and Directorship of Those lftiose Terms in Those Positions

Ended Prior to 12/31/54

Intervals in Years (inclusive)

Info, Not
0-3 4-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 Available Total

Board Membership

Number 17 6 5 2 0 0 30

% of Total 56o6 20o0 I6o7 6o7 0 0 100o0%

Bank Positions

Presidency

Number 13 24 10 1

% of Total 27ol 50.0 20o8 2»1

Chairmanship

Number 26 30 10 2

% of Total 38o3 44°1 14o7 2o9

A Directorship

Number 52 78 29 7 1 0 167

% of Total 31ol 46o7 17*4 4»2 0o6 0 100«C

B Directorship

Number 42 63 31

% of Total 28o3 43ol 21O2

C Directorship

Number 54 82 31

% of Total 31*2 47o4 17*9 3o5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

48

100OQ%

68

100.05&

7 3

oO 2 o l

6 0

o5 0

0

0

0

0

146

100 o

173

100.
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Length of Service in their Respective Positions of Present Board Members,

Bank Presidents and Directors (as of 12/31/54)

Intervals in Years (Inclusive)

InfOo Not
0-3 4-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 Available Total

Board Membership

Number 3 2 1 0 0 0 6

% of Total 50o0 33o3 16o7 0 0 0 100oG$g

Bank Positions

Presidency

Number 4 3 5 0 0 0 12

% of Total 33o3 25*0 41«7 0 0 0 100o0%

Chairmanship

Number 9 2 0 0 0 0 11

% of Total 81o8 18o2 0 0 0 0 100oG£

A Directorship

Number 16 14 5 0 0 0 35

% of Total 45o7 40o0 14.<>3 0 0 0 100oQ#

B Directorship

Number 15 15 4 0 0 0 34

% of Total 44d 44ol Ilo8 0 0 0 100o0%

C Directorship

Number 20 9 6 0 0 0 35

% of Total 57o2 25o7 17ol 0 0 0 100«0%

Less than 36 (12x3) directors in any class, or less
than 12 chairmen, implies vacancies as of 12/31/54

14

40 O0

15

9

25*7

5

14o3

4

Ilo8

6

17.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Length of Service in. the Federal Reserve System of Board Members, Bank

Presidents and Directors Who Previously Served System

(service ended prior to 12/31/54.)

Intervals in Years (Inclusive)

Info, Not
0-3 4-10 11-20 21-30 31-4-0 Available Total

Board Members

Number 5 8 13 3 0 0 29

% of Total 17o3 27o6 44«8 10,3 0 0 100o0#

Bank Men

Presidents & Governors

Number 5 U 13 10

% of Total 10,4 22o9 37*5 20o9

Chairmen

Number 7 26 27 7

% of Total 10o5 38o8 40o2 10o5

A Directors

Number 41 78 36 10 1 1 167

% of Total 24o5 46o7 21o6 6.0 0.6 0,6 100,056

B Directors

Number 31 59 41 7 4 1 143

% of Total 21o7 41o2 28,7 4*9 2.8 0»7 100.0%

C Directors

Number 35 78 46 8 0 2 169

% of Total 20o7 46o2 27«2 4°7 0 1*2 1QQOQ%

4

° 3

0

0

0

0

0

0

43

100.0%

67

100O0%
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Length of Service in the Federal Reserve System of Board Members, Bank

Presidents and Directors Who Presently Serve System (as of 12/31/54J

Intervals in Years (Inclusive)

Board Members

Number

% of Total

Bank Men

0-3

1

14.3

Presidents & Governors

Number

£ of Total

Chairmen

Number

% of Total

A Directors

Number

% of Total

B Directors

Number

% of Total

C Directors

Number

% of Total

0

0

1

8o3

12

34o3

12

32o4

14

35o9

4-10

3

42o8

3

25 O0

6

50 oO

15

42o3

20

54ol

13

33 o4

11-20

2

28o6

2

I6o7

4

33o4

8

22c9

3

3.1

10

25o6

21-30

0

0

2

I6o7

1

8o3

0

0

2

5<>4

2

5.1

31-40

1

14*3

5

4lo6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Info, Not
Available

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

7

100oQ%

12

100O0%

12

100oQ£

35

100.0$

37

100,0%

39

100.0%
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Committee on the History of the Federal Reserve System

Notes on Visits to Federal Reserve Banks

This skeleton report is made on the basis of three-day visits to nine
of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks„ Of the others, the New York Bank houses
the staff, and information is there acquired by specific question and by a daily
process of osmosis; Boston and Philadelphia are so close at hand that they were
each visited on two separate occasions, rather than on the three=*day visit
scheduleo

Data set down after such quick surveys is necessarily superficial and
inadequate* Much more remains to be learned about the history of the individual
banks and their place in the System, as well as about the material available to
scholars in libraries and files. What is here noted is only a sketch, to be
filled in after further work.

To supplement the notes made after returning from each bank, two ques-
tionnaires were sent out - the first a "Preliminary Questionnaire on Federal
Reserve Archival Material," which was sent to the librarians in the spring and
was in effect a query on library resources, the second, a "Preliminary Questionnaire
on Files and Historical Source Material in Federal Reserve Banks" which was sent
in July to the Committee's liaison officers in the various banks. Both were
filled and returned.,

The material gathered at first hand is supplemented by answers to the
two questionnaires. The former is descriptive, full of detail, difficult to
compress into a quick report. Any attempt at summarizing the whole would, at
this point, produce little but a handful of disjointed facts. There are, however,
a few aspects which should be noted,,

Committee members may remember at Princeton some discussion of the
difficulty of defining just what categories of material would be most needed in
historical studies of the kind contemplated. This problem of definition^ par-
ticularly as applied to material in bank libraries and files, has been a con-
stant puzzle* Finally the research director attempted to answer, "What kind of
material are you looking for?" by asking, "What material have you?" It was at
that point that the two questionnaires were framed* Even now a complete defi-
nition of what we are looking for must still be expressed in general terms, but
at least we know more about what is the material in banks from which we can
draw.

These we have divided into four categories, First come the documents
of incorporation and proprietorship = a bank*s Certificate of Incorporation^
the contracts, deeds, leases, etc; These are kept generally in the President's
Office, the Secretary's Office, or the vault, and this category is, so far as
our quick search reveals, generally intact since 1914.

Also intact since 1914 is the second category which we call Management
and Policy Records - this includes Minutes of the Board of Directors, with sup-
porting memoranda, Minutes of the Executive Committee, of the Officers' Council,
and so on*

The third category, Operating Records, includes Annual Reports,
Presidents' Reports to the Directors, to the Stockholders, internal bulletins,
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personnel records, officers' correspondence of a policy-making nature, legal
records, departmental memoranda,, Of this group, the Annual Reports are intact
from 1914 to date except for a gap when none were published* Officers' policy
correspondence is intact for forty years in. some banks but not in others.

As for correspondence less clearly of long importance, that in some
banks is kept active for 18 months, sometimes for two years, sometimes for five
years0 It is then transferred to an inactive file center, variously named, and
kept for varying periods„ Only one bank seems to be microfilming important
papers for indefinite retention in limited space,,

The diversity in filing practice is such as to confound anyone prone
to assume that the twelve banks or any two of them are carbon copies of each
other. Some banks swear by centralized filing, some swear at it and prefer to
departmentalize their files* Some have their important files intact since 1914,
some have little on hand before 1925, one made basic changes in file organiza-
tion as late as 1951•

Only the New York Bank pays specific attention to archives in the
usually accepted meaning of the term. One or two others use the word to desig-
nate the place where files are moved when they cease to be active, and from
which a varying degree of destruction is decreed.

The variety in filing practices, and in historical material thereby
available, is to a certain extent echoed in the bank libraries, but with this
difference - that library methods have an accepted degree of standardization and
librarians have a professional organization within which they meet to discuss
those standards. This brings them closer to a uniform practice than obtains
among filing circles.

The libraries vary in size, coverage, and in responsibility. Each is
rich in the material of its region, and in material common to the System,, Some
have a marked historical interest that goes back to earlier days, one or two
spread their interest to the broader field of international financeo No one of
them,nor the Board itself, claims to have everything that an historian of the
System might want«

In short, the scholar who goes seeking data from Federal Reserve Banks
will find much that he needs, but not all of it in any one place. Files and
libraries will be his friends, but vaults and the Secretary's Office may be more
permanently dependable,, Official records of action taken in meetings of officers
and of directors can be found in all the banks, from 1914 to date. Correspondence
which might provide background, explain decisions or the lack of them, illumine
controversy, show the nucleus of an idea, reveal what was discussed but failed
of support - all this is in uncertain quantity. Some banks have kept it from
early days forward,, Others threw it out. Under these circumstances, the find-
ing of any crucial letter, on any subject, becomes in some degree a matter of
luck.

The situation may improve, now that the importance of historical re-
cords and the historical point of view is being stressed,, One bank, lew York,
has a collection of basic documents which is kept intact, by itself, and regu-
larly added to as the years go bye Two other banks use the word "archives" to
designate dead files, but do not keep them intact0 A third intends to start an
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"archives" center to preserve documents of historical importance„ Others might
follow if sufficiently urged, for the sense of local price is strongo The danger
in this idea is that, with the "best will in the world, the picturesque will be
preserved and the critical document will be judged confidential and kept out, to
be destroyed under another heading at another time.

The importance of official destruction schedules In this is more com-
plicated than it may seem, and deserves more extensive treatment than it can be
given here. Conversations between the executive director and the chairman of
the pertinent sub-committee of the Presidents1 Conference are still in process,,

Each of these bank visits is reported under the following headings;
(a) Character of the district, with a note about bank histories if

they exist
(b) Subjects of Special Interest
(c) Officers or Directors to be Queried about Early Days
(d) Men lAfhose Papers Should be Sought
(e) Library Coverage
(f) Filing System (with a note about archives and about local impact

of destruction systems)
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Visits to Federal Reserve Banks

District Date of Visit

Ia Federal Reserve Bank of Boston March, 1954

a) This district includes all six of the New England states, with the ex-
ception of a southwestern county in Connecticut bound by transportation ties to
Hew York. "Densely populated, old in banking traditions, the region offered con-
siderable opposition to the System when first set up, and certain practices in
the Bank can only be understood in terms of that early history. Small, closely
integrated territory traditionally centered on Boston, no branches were neces-
sary,, The Bank's earnings were at first enough to rank it immediately after
New York and Chicago, but other districts have grown faster.

A history written in 1938 by Joseph Taggart and published by Bankers
Publishing Company is entitled"Federal Reserve Bank of Boston."

b) Subjects of Special Interest

Co-equal responsibility of chairman and governors, as reported by
Mr. Curtiss0

Value to Bank of Stockholders' Advisory Committee, annual stockholders'
meeting, annual report to stockholders. Effect on System,

Experiment with Havana Branch, and resulting competition with Atlanta.
Bank's role in district's economic and industrial woes*
Effect of banking holiday.

c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

Frederic Curtiss (one of few original chairmen still living),
Roy Young, Walter Eddy., Carl Pitman, Wo W» Paddock, and retiring
vice presidents.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Frederic Curtiss, Wo P. Go Harding, Roy Young, Alfred L. Aiken,
Charles A, Morss, etc.

e) Library

Library is large in proportion to size of Bank. In addition to the
usual Federal Reserve Reports and Bulletins, it contains a file of reports of
the Comptroller of the Currency, and earlier reports of the Secretary of the
Treasury back almost to the founding of the Republic; 50 volumes of local bank-
ing histories; 20 years of Banking manuals and annual reports of the banking
commissions of the New England states; a complete run of the Commercial and
Financial Chronicle and its predecessor, Hunt's Merchant Magazine, back to 1832,
and other source material for monetary historians. Large number of regular bank
publications here in complete serieso

f) Filing System

The present filing system, set up in 1948, is a mixture of the cen-
tralized and the departmental,, Correspondence and memoranda of senior officers
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is centralized^ so is Fiscal Agency correspondence» Legal and research material
is in the relevant departments. Files are considered active for 2 years, mate-
rial is removed annually to uncurrent files and stored for varying periods, de-
pending on destruction schedules0 There is a complete set of bank publications
since 1947° In general, files can be said to go back to 1914. Selected Liberty
Loan material, 1917 - 1923, is still preserved.

Bank has no archives division, either in files or library* Destruction
schedules of Treasury and Presidents' Conference apply.

District Date of Visit

II. Federal Reserve Bank of New York (Staff housed here)

a) This district is small in area, large in population, limited to one
state and parts of two others* Bank has one "branch in Buffalo. Concentration
of banks and money market makes active wealth the greatest of any in the System.
The Bank is consequently possessed of assets and income far in excess of any
other. Its influence in the System stems in part from this, in part from the
character of the men who have run it, in part from the functions peculiar to
itself which it performs for the entire System. As a bank, its size dwarfs the
others and makes useful comparisons difficult, yet for the purposes of this
resume, it is reported under the same headings.

A history written in 1930 by Laurence Roberts, published by Columbia
University Press, is entitled "The Federal Reserve Bank of New York*"

b) Subjects of Special Interest

New York's role in establishing character of American central banking,
1914 - 1928o

Lesson of the Liberty Loans, 1914 - 1918.
Conflict between Bank and Board, and effect on System.
Leadership relations with other regional banks.
International role, 1920 - 1929.
Bank's role in the making of Monetary Policy.
The Bank and the Money Market.
Effe.ct of the crash of October, 1929,
The Bank and the System's Open Market Operations.
The Banking holiday in New York*
Development of research tools - e.g. Department store index«

c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

George Harrison (the second governor), Leslie Rounds, J. Herbert Case,
Owen D. Young, Samuel Reyburn, etc.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Papers of Benjamin Strong, George Harrison, Owen D. Young are availa-
ble and richo Others should be sought, e.g. Gates McGarrah,
J. Herbert Case.
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e) Library

Largest bank library in the System, with fine resources in district,
national and international material. Books of clippings from 1914 valuable and
should be preserved. Treasures include reports of Secretary of the Treasury
1790 to date, long runs of government reports and financial periodicals, char-
ters and laws governing important central banks of the world, their annual re-
ports; yearbooks and statistical reports for foreign countries; wartime foreign
exchange regulations. Publications issued by the Bank are kept in complete sets.
Pressures of space weigh heavily on older material, but thus far have been
withstood.

f) Filing System

Present filing system set up 1914 by former librarian who adapted
Dewey Decimal System to filing needs and set pattern for several other Federal
Reserve Banks» Central filing established as a policy, upheld by Governor
Strong and bank heads who followed» Covers general nonroutine correspondence,
but not legal nor complete research material» Subject file of important cor-
respondence goes back to}1914 and is rich in policy material valuable to his-
torians » Files may be current or non-current, but are so well classified and
identified that the old can usually be located without difficulty. Destruction
schedules approved by Presidents' Conference and by Treasury apply to routine
material listed therein.

"Archives" here refers to a collection of material set aside in a book
vault in 1927 according to then current ideas of material with historical impor-
tance. Periodic items in this collection have been generally kept up to date,,
Sense of history strong in this bank.

District Date of Visit

III. Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia March 18, 19^4

a) This is in area the smallest of the districts, including one of the
smallest states in the Union and parts of two others. Long-settled, its banking
habits firmly fixed in the community, its early System days bear comparison with
those of Boston. Like Boston, the Federal Reserve Bank here has no branches.
In the first years its earnings ranked with those of Boston and Cleveland; now
they still rank with those of Boston. The diversity of manufacture which the
Bank serves is said to make for a notable steadiness of business.

A history was published in 1943 by the Columbia University Press,
written by Frank J. Tomby, entitled "Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia."

b) Subjects of Special Interest

Slow acceptance of the Bank in the district.
Lending policies during the Austin period.
Philadelphia and Gold Settlement Fund.
Role in the economics of anthracite and steel.
Contribution to System in terms of research menB
Banking holiday of 1933.
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c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

Charles J. Rhoads, governor 1914 - 1918, is one of the few original
bank governors still alive. Casimir Sienkiewicz, Thomas McCabe.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Richare L. Austin, E» P. Passmore, George Norris, Thomas B. McCabe.

e) Library

Library is a good one, rich in historical material of the region and
the nation. 9^000 volumes«

f) Filing System

File system set up in 1914 by Library Bureau, and non-routine corre-
spondence, beginning then, is still heldo Mixture of centralized and departmental
systems. Present officers' files, Bank Examination, Legal, Government Bond and
Custody, Research files kept in departments where they originate. No archives
collection.

Destruction schedules of Treasury and Presidents8 Conference applied
except to officers' files.

District Date of Visit

IV. Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland January 11-13j 1955

a) District includes all of Ohio, and parts of three neighboring states,
giving it a mixture of highly industrialized and deeply rural regions with con-
siderable agricultural variety. Not a homogeneous district nor self-contained,
but described there as "open-ended." The Bank has two branches.

A history was published by the Columbia University Press in 1940,
written by Arthur Blaser and entitled "Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland." Two
•unpublished theses also contain material.

b) Subjects of Special Interest

Cleveland's part in events leading to the bank holiday of 1933-
Effect of Guardian Trust and Union Trust failures.
Cleveland Bank and big industry,
Cleveland Bank and lake traffic.
Relations with Chicago.
1929 - 1933 period.

c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

Ray Gidney, Mr. Laning, Mr. Ehninger. Several, long-service employees
about to retire.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Gidney papers should be useful if obtainable. E. R. Fancher, David C
Wills, George DeCamp. Some long-service directors. Crissinger of
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the Board came from this district, "but his papers have not yet been
found. Warren G. Harding was an Ohio man, hut his papers are not
yet open to the public.

e) Library

Library established in October, 1918 by Miss Alta Claflin (librarian
1918 - 1944) after consultation with New York. Her idea of a library was a
place where historical research could be done. Consequently Cleveland has much
valuable older material, including a clipping file 1918 - 1944. Their partic-
ular interest is the fourth district. Library has notable file of staff papers
1918 to date.

This Bank is unique in its "Chronicle Log of Important Happenings and
.Events" which is the particular charge of Mr. Harmen Flinkers, and which gives
a picture of Cleveland Bank history for any year desired. .This is a useful re-
search device for quick reference.

f) Filing System

Files not centralized. General file system set up in 1920 on alphabe-
tic basis. Includes general correspondence of senior officers, but not Fiscal
Agency material, officers' memoranda, research or legal material; these latter
are kept in the departments concerned. Active files cover current year and past
two years. Older material goes to uncurrent files for micro-filming of impor-
tant material, which is afterward destroyed. Rest, including general corre-
spondence, is destroyed after 3 years without micro-filming.

The micro-filming program had not in practice caught up to the theory.
The destruction of old records at this Bank is, however, a peril from the history
point of view.

"Archives" used here to mean uncurrent, or dead, files.

District Date of Visit

V» Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond End of April, 1954

a) This district includes four of the southern states bordering on the
Atlantic, part of West Virginia, and the District of Columbia. The Bank serves,
with its two branches, three big cities and several small ones, but the dis-
trict is predominantly agricultural and rural.

A "History of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond" was written by
Charles C. Coit, published in 1938 by the Columbia University Press.

b) Subjects of Special Interest

Bank has had only one governor and one president - effect of these
long regimes?

Richmond-Baltimore rivalry in 1913"
Par clearance experience and controversies in this district.
Effect of this Bank on southern banking practice, and vice versa.
Agricultural depression of 1920's.
Post - 1930 developments.
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c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

Hugh Leach, now President, began as assistant auditor in 1921.
Mr. Kezeez, now retired, has good memory. Others can be found,,

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

William Ingle, Caldwell Hardy, William W. Hoxton, F. A. Delano.
Papers of Governor Seay (1914 - 1935) ought to be valuable. Much
is in the Bank, but there is material in the possession of his wife,
now very old. Papers of John Skelton Williams of this district are
in the possession of his son. Those of Carter Glass are in the
library of the University of Virginia.

e) Library

The library here, good if small, prides itself on being one of the
best financial libraries in the south. The staff has a sense of history rare
in banks and will try to hang onto their historical material, in which they have
some interesting items. Chief function is to serve research division.

f) Filing System

The filing system was set up in 1920, after conference with Miss Mary
Parker, head of files in New York, and according to the Dewey Decimal System she
favored. It is a subject file, but at some time a card catalogue was set up ac-
cording to authors of letters, and this provides a personal key into old files
which is extremely useful. The files are not entirely centralized. Fiscal
Agency correspondence, legal correspondence, research studies, most officers'
memoranda are files in the departments from which they come. Subject files and
files touching the other Reserve Banks go back as far as 1914; subject files
are considered active for 5-10 years and then moved to the Old Record Room.
Thus, material useful in historical inquiry should be available here.

Aside from one file drawer and a box, there is as yet no Archives
section; the subject was discussed when I visited the Bank in 1954, and we are
now told that future plans call for the organization of such a section.

Destruction programs of Treasury and Presidents' Conference are
followed „'

District Date of Visit

VI. Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta February 15-18, 1955

a) This, the second southern district, includes three southern states and
parts of three others, runs from the Atlantic to the Mississippi= Larger in
area than the Richmond district, it includes about the same number of people,
but continues smaller in earnings than Richmond. The recrudescent South, coming
to balance old agriculture with newer industry, is burgeoning here, thanks per-
haps to steel and chemical as well as textile mills. The bank, with its four
branches, has taken a considerable spurt since 1938•

A history of the Bank was published in 1940 by the Columbia University
Press, written by Axel E. Nielson, entitled "The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta."
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b) Subjects of Special Interest

Governor versus Chairman controversy, Wellborn versus McCord.

Par clearance experience and controversies.
Rivalry with Boston over Havana Branch.
Effect of this bank on southern banking practices, and vice versa.
Agricultural depression of the 1920ss.
Florida land boom of 1925-I926.
Role of the Bank in recent industrial penetration.
Economic research and the Bank.

c) Officers and Directors to be queried about Early Days

!£• B. Wellborn, chairman, is old, deaf and in Florida. Mr. Lewis Adelson
might have useful memoirs to contribute. Frank Neely is a mine of
information.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Hoke Smith, Roland Ransom, Mr. McCrary, Mr. Saunders, Mr. Wellborn,
Frank Neely.

e) Library

Library a good working collection, 10,000 volumes, but until now its
librarian has had little demand for keeping older materials or searching for
them. An unpublished "history" of the Bank was put together by Joseph McCord,
the first governor, after he was old and infirm. It is not distinguished, but
has some useful material.

f) Filing System

Files suffer from past intervals of what was described here as "careless
housekeeping." The policy from 1914 to 1948 was that everything should go into
General Files, but there is considerable evidence that General Files was hardly
equipped to handle material with complete efficiency. From 1948 to 1951 files
were kept in individual departments, and centralization, even as a policy, was
forgotten. In 1951 a new set of General Administrative files was set up, and
the sub-basement, which houses uncurrent files, was completely overhauled under
the direction of Miss Poeppel, head of files at the Board, and one of her as-
sistants o The system of location then installed has mostly been followed, but
chaos still reigns within certain of the older file drawers.

For practical working purposes the General Administrative files serve
the present officers. For students seeking to do historical research, the sub-
basement is highly important. Fortunately there is no suggestion that early
files be destroyed simply because it has not seemed imperative to set them in
order. Material back to 1914 can still be found.

There is no archives collection.

Destruction schedules framed by Treasury and Presidents1 Conference
apply,
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District Date of Visit

VII. Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago July 26-29, 1954

a) This district, composed of the state of Iowa and parts of four other
states of the north central section, includes the major cities of Chicago and
Detroit. The latter contains the Bank's one branch. While it has agricultural
interests, the size of cities and industries tends to dwarf the importance of
the farming element except insofar as it becomes the raw material for industry.
In wealth the Bank is second only to New York.

A history was published in 1935 "by the Columbia University Press,
written by John Alfred Griswold, entitled "History of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Chicago." Federal Reserve material also exists in Cyril James' two volumes
on "Growth of the Chicago Banks."

b) Subjects of Special Interest

Given Chicago's size, independence and rivalry with New York, it is to
be expected that banking characters and banking controversies both
flourished there.

Influence of Chicago in the Aldrich-Glass controversy which preceded
the setting up of the system.

Par clearance and collection troubles.
Reserve Requirements.
Discount rate controversy.
Bank holiday.
Chicago's influence in the Federal Advisory Council.

c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

Older staff members are going out. 8 men still in the Bank came to
work in 1914, 9 in 1916. Bentley McCloud, vice governor, is inter-
esting. President Young retires in a year or two, 3 vice presidents
retire in 1955- All have memories to be tapped.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Papers of Forgan, Traylor, Wetmore are in the keeping of the First
National Bank of Chicago, Papers of James McDougal, George J.
Schaller, C. H. Bosworth, William A.Heath, Eugene M.Stevens would help,

e) Library

The library is good, useful, in charge of an able young librarian who
is alert to historical needs. She has several file drawers of archival material
with a certain historical importance. Some Liberty Loan material is preserved
in the Chicago Historical Society.

f) Filing System

The filing system has from the start been decentralized, organized
alphabetically. Material of a record character is forwarded to General Files,
confidential and specialized material is retained in the department handling
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the transaction. General correspondence,, wires and advices are retained 10 years;
Fiscal Agency material is intact from 1925» Departmental files contain "permanent
file" subject matter of some age, but this is spotty except for such essential
records as Directors' Minutes, etc. General Files holds material for id months,
then moves it to Bindery and Inactive Records Department where it stays for
3 l/2 years, then to Records Warehouse for 5 years; then destruction.

Three destruction schedules are followed - Treasury, Presidents'
Conference and the Bank's own.

There is no archives section.

District Date of Visit

VIII0 Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis July 20-23, 19,54

a) This district includes the state of Arkansas and parts of six other
Mississippi Valley stateso Slightly larger than the Chicago district in terms
of area, it has less than half the population and a quarter of the annual earn-
ings. The economic balance of the district is weighted heavily on the agricul-
tural side. Industry is diverse, including oil, a complex of chemicals and
atomic energy. The district includes the confluences of three great riTers, but
river commerce is only recently being restored as an important economic factor.

A history was prepared in 1941 as a graduate thesis for Washington
University, written by Wilber C. Bothwell, entitled "Federal Reserve Bank of
St. Louis."

b) Subjects of Special Interest

Chairman as executive officer - Wells and Martin.
Early troubles with the discount rate.
Par clearance and collection.
Agricultural depression of the 1920's.
Bank holiday of 1933.
Growth of specialized research.

c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

Clarence Stewart, vice president and head of Little Rock branch,
Chester Davis, vice presidents near retirement.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

William McC. Martin, John S. Wood, David C. Biggs, Chester Davis.

e) Library

Library a good working collection, 6,000 volumes, mostly devoted to
the System and the economics of the 8th district. Includes cumulative file of
staff memoranda and special studies, 1914 to date. Also reports of State Bank
Commissioners and Departments for 7 states in district.
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f) Filing System

Present filing system, alphabetic in order, was set up in 1945 • It
is a mixture of the centralized and the departmentalized, with the emphasis
tending to fall on the latter. Files are considered active for two years ex-
cept for subject matter correspondence which is retained indefinitely. An Old
Record Room contains material back to 1914, but few of the files, active or in-
active, go back that far. Active files are considered to cover 1945-1955*
Earlier material is complete only in such essential categories as, for example,
Directors' Minutes and Annual Statements.

There is no archives collection.

Destruction schedules of Treasury and Presidents' Conference are fol-
lowed with some divergence for the Bank's needs, particularly in research.

District Date of Visit

IX, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis June 8-11, 1955

a) This district centers on the northern tier of the Mississippi Valley,
but it also stretches west so far as to cover all four time zones in the U. S.
In terms of territory, it is one of the four great western districts, four times
as big as the New York district in area, but with less than a third as many
people. The Bank has a single branch. Economically, the district's income is
derived from agriculture, mining, and a few industries, with the major accent
on agriculture, now suffering a decline.

b) Subjects of Special Interest

Par clearance history and controversy.
Effect of the Bank on isolated country banking.
Montana and the demand for silver coinage.
Agricultural depression of 1920's.
Closed banks and sod house bankers.
The Bank and the bank holding company controversy.

c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

Mr. Clark, Mr. Decker, Mr. Peyton, Mr. Jaffrey, Norman Holter, John W.
Black, J. Cameron Thompson.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Theodore Wold, Andreas Ueland, Roy Young, Peyton, Jaffrey, John A.
Rich, John R. Mitchell.

e) Library

The library is small (4,000 volumes) and designed to serve research
department, member banks and public in that order. New librarian. Collects
Rutgers Graduate School of Banking theses. Recently set up "Memory Lane"
collection of miscellaneous older material, mostly of persons and events.
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f) Filing System

Most files are centralized, but such centralization does not include
officers' memoranda, legal memoranda or'legal correspondence. It does include
officers' correspondence and Fiscal Agency correspondence. Other material is
kept within the departments where is originates. No effort is made to hang on
to any of it for any length of time. Fiscal Agency files go back to 1925,
general files to 1949; otherwise, correspondence and Bank entries are mored
annually from active to inactive status, and kept in an "old records division"
only until destruction schedules permit of their destruction.

This program bodes ill for historical studies. It might be noted,
however, that the Minnesota State Historical Society is recommended as a source
of financial information.

There is no archives section.

Destruction schedules framed by Treasury and Presidents' Conference
are followed.

District Date of Visit

X. Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City June 13-20, 1955

a) This district is second only to San Francisco in area, but with half
as many people as in the 12th district. It includes four of the states of the
central plains area,, stretching from the Missouri River west to the Rocky
Mountains, and parts of four others. Cattle and grain, air transport, railroads,
oil, automobiles, farm machinery and uranium are the most obvious sources of
wealth. The remnants of the frontier are disappearing, but the district cher-
ishes its memories.

k) Subjects of Special Interest

Progressive discount rate, invented here.
Agricultural depression of the 192O's«>
Failed banks and bank robberies. Liberty Loan experience.
Character and influence of Jo Zach Miller on Bank and Board.
Check collection complaints.

Cattle paper and central banking.

c) Officers and Directors to be queried about Early Days

Mro White, Mr. John Phillips, etc.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Jo Zach Miller, E. F. Swinney, Asa Ramsay, Charles M. Sawyer,
Jo W. Fleming, W. J. Bailey.

e) Library

The library is a good modern center, well arranged, serving mostly
the big research division under Clarence Tow. They have a small amount of his-
torical material, including an unpublished history by Jesse Worley, and a typed
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master's thesis ("The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, 1914 - 1921") by
Eobert Wallace who had the advantage of long conversations with Jo Zach Miller-
There is also a history written by Hershel Underhill, published by the Columbia
University Press in 1942, entitled "The Kansas City Federal Reserve District,
Origins and Developments."

f) Filing System

Files were set up in April 1918. Some are centralized, others kept in
departments. An alphabetic system of filing prevails. Active files which are
classified for permanent retention go back to 1914, but "active" in general
means only for 2 years; inactive material is moved annually, bank files to an
old records file room and Fiscal Agency files to a Federal Records Center in
Kansas City.

This does not sound like a promising place for historical research;
much of its picturesque past will be lost unless collected from retiring offi-
cers by interview process.

There is no archives collection.

Destruction schedules framed by Treasury and Presidents' Conference
apply.

District Date of Visit

XI. Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas March 30 - April 1, 1955

a) This district includes all of Texas and parts of four other south-
western states, yet it is in area the smallest of the four great western dis-
tricts. It is also one of the most interesting, partly because its economic
changes and its extremes have been so great. It suffered heavily from the de-
pression of the 1920Ts, yet much wealth has been made very fast. The shift from
cattle and agriculture to petro-chemicals and industry is still visible. The
Bank's president is trained in economic research and possessed of a broad point
of view. Except for his interest, curiosity about elements in the Bank's history
is very slight, mostly anecdotal and on the picturesque side.

Two unpublished accounts are kept in the Bank's library, one a "History
of Organization and Growth of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas" by James L.
Lumpkin, dated March, 1920; the other, "Discount Operations of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Dallas" by Jean Richardson (master's thesis, 1947)•

b) Subjects of Special Interest

Agricultural loans of the 1920's«
Failed banks.
Cattle paper.
Heavy use of checks in the district - cause and effect*
The bank holiday.
Effect of oil boom.
Growth factors and their influence on the Bank.
Relations with the Board.
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c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

This Bank will lose four of its older officers this year, and with
them a vast amount of knowledge of how things were done in older
days, most of this unwritten. It can only be collected through
interview sessions.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

Governor Talley's papers, if available, should be interesting. Also
the papers of R. L. Van Zandt, B. A. McKinney, E. 0. Tennison,
W. F. Ramsey, etc.

e) Library

Library good but small (3.,000 volumes) with special emphasis on econo-
mic conditions and the new industries of the region. Furnishes monthly ap-
praisal of national situation for directors and officers. Keeps track of in-
ternational data touching Texas,

f) Filing System

Files are mostly departmentalized, but a General Files system is set
up chronologically and by subject. Active files cover a very short period, and
are moved out at the discretion of each officer and each department. Some con-
sideration has been given the installation of complete central filing, but it
would be expensive, difficult, and opposed by many officers used to the depart-
mental way. When moved to "archives'' (synonymous in Dallas with dead files),
files stay for a period set by destruction programs of the Treasury, the
Presidents' Conference and the Dallas Bank.

No archives collection in any sense other than dead files. All
Liberty Loan and War Finance Corporation material has been destroyed.

Destruction schedules framed by Treasury apply. Those of Presidents'
Conference used with some variation.

District Date of Visit

XII. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco April 7-H> 1955

a) This district, containing six of the far western states and a section
of a seventh, is in area the largest in the System. Alaska and Hawaii are, for
certain purposes, now included. Population has grown hugely. As for relative
wealth, current earnings in 1953 put the San Francisco Bank in third place among
the twelve banks, though it was eighth when the System was started. Growth is
thus recurrently an influential economic factor.

A history was published in 1937 by the Columbia University Press,
written by Willis Parker Brown and entitled "The Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco."
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b) Subjects of Special Interest

Effect of long early battle for power between president and chairman.
British influence on Bank habits and practices.
Par clearance troubles.
Agricultural depression.
Effect of recurrent expansion factor on the San Francisco Bank.
Attitude toward inflation.
Branch banking in the district and its effect on the System.
Gold and silver coin usage and handling in the 12th district.
Effects of far western situation and location •= unusual degree of

autonomy?
Competition between branch and home office.
The Bank and the evacuation of the Japanese in World War II

(deserves a monograph, though late for "this proejct).

c) Officers or Directors to be queried about Early Days

Mr. Morrison, Mr. Herman Mangels, Mr. Leisner of the Seattle branch,
certain older bankers in remote sections.

d) Men Whose Papers Should be Sought

John Perrin, Archibald Kains, John U. Calkins, Ira Clerk, Issac B.
Newton.

e ) Library

Library has about 4,000 volumes, good librarian. Mostly concerned with
financial and economic life of region, but is now building up collection of for-
eign bank reports, both central banks and commercial, along with monthly eco-
nomic reviews and special studies; emphasis in present early stages on Pacific
and Asiatic areas. Library treasures include supercargo's journal of ship which
burned in gold, rush days at site now occupied by the building.

f) Filing System

Files are centralized, organized and managed in such a way as to
delight any research worker. Dewey Decimal System used in subject or reference
file. Central filing system Includes officers' correspondence and memoranda,
Fiscal Agency correspondence, legal correspondence and memoranda. Research
studies are retained in research department. Files go back to 1914, but pres-
ent system was set up in 1920. All material In reference file (which.Is quite
understandably their pride) is considered active and kept that way. Inactive
files are moved to records room, kept according to dates set in the Bank's de-
struction schedule (related to schedules issued by Treasury and the Presidents'
Conference), and then destroyed. This affects only ephemeral and routine
material.

The word "archives" is used in this Bank as meaning a room for inactive
recordso

Destruction schedules framed by Treasury and Presidents' Conference
are applied.
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COMMITTEE ON THE HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Report of the Executive Director for 1954-55

The Secretary's summary review of work done in 1954-55 reports the
Committee's progress and outlines the plans proposed for 1955-56. This more de-
tailed report of staff accomplishment is appended for the interest of Committee
members.

Archival and Research Activities

This group of activities was planned as basic to the entire project,,
and a continuing attempt has been made to keep it firmly rooted there. As the
project is concerned not only with the history of institutions and the people who
set them up and have operated them, but also with the theories held, the policies
followed, the effect of those theories and policies on the country's monetary
structure and on the surrounding economy, it has been necessary to plan several
lines of inquiry and to record various types of information.

This information is primarily concerned with the past, but we have
been getting at the past by courtesy of the present* Visits to Board, Banks and
Treasury are made to those institutions as they now work, and records of those
visits necessarily touch on present characters and conditions as well as on
those of days long past.

Because the field is so large, the survey has, for this first year,
been continuing to map mostly surfaces. The majority of this is done. We now
know a good deal about what material is where, how to find it, in what direction
further searching can most usefully proceed. We hope in the second year to com-
plete our survey, make its results available to scholars working on this project,
and dig into deeper levelse

1» Board Visits

The staff's executive director made nine visits to Washington between
September 1954 and May 1955, of which eight were for two days each. An office
with desk and telephone was made available for her use, library and cafeteria
privileges were extended* During these occasions she had one or more interviews
with Chairman Martin; his assistant, Mr* Riefler; the Board's Secretary,
Mr. Carpenter; the Economic Advisor to the Board, Mr* Woodlief Thomas; the
General Counsel, Mr, Vest (who has kindly undertaken some research for us into
significant court decisions involving the Board or the Banks); the Director of
Research and Statistics, Mr. Young; the Assistant Director, Miss Burr; the
Librarian, Miss Sutherland; the Head of Files, Miss Poeppel; and others of the
staff.

Transcripts of these interviews were dictated from notes and filed in
the Committee office as "confidential*'8 The useful information they contain is
being held as part of the raw material which can be made available for students
working on the history. They also served to orient the staff director as to the
material available in the Board*

Library - The library of the Board of Governors is essentially a work-
ing institution, serving primarily the Board and staff members, but welcoming our
inquiries. It does not aim to become a depository of historical material, nor
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has it space or staff for the housing and servicing of collections whose value is
chiefly historical. It contains a good collection of printed data, basic to this
project, including the reports of the National Monetary Commission, the Aldrich
Plan, and so fortha It has complete sets of Board Reports, and a collection of
memoranda and speeches by Board members and staff over the years» Its librarian,
Miss Sutherland, makes no claim that this collection is complete or definitive,
but it is certainly ricfcu One hopes it may be kept intact, with current addi-
tions but without forced disposal of early material, as its historical importance
grows with the years* Students who come with appropriate introductions are per-
mitted to work there in the limited space available,

Miss Sutherland loaned us a complete set of Annual Reports (later re-
placed by the New York Bank Library) and had copied for us a set of library cards
cataloguing addresses and testimony before Congress of members of the Board and
of the Board's staff„ She also made it possible for a former member of the
Board's staff to compile for us (at our expense) a card file of the principal
Congressional hearings which have been concerned with Federal Reserve matters.
This gives the Committee unique and valuable research aid.

Files - A complete report on material available in the files of the
Board of Governors could only be made after more exhaustive inquiry than has thus
far been possible. Legal files, Research files, and General Administrative files
are separate collections following different patterns of organization* Legal
files include a device called a "spike file/8 also existing in the New York Bank,
which is in effect a chronological record of matters that come up day by day in
the Legal Division,, Bound at intervals and kept on shelves in the Legal Division,
the early volumes afford a picture of the legal aspect of the System as it
evolved within the Board,

General Administrative Files are the Board's device for central filing.
According to Miss Poeppel, who runs them, they contain a good 25$ of material
that is archival in nature,, Organized as subject files, classified according to
a modified Dewey Decimal System*, they also contain a key to the persons creating
the material in the form of a card file started very early by Mr* Jemison, a
former Head of Files, who kept a carded record of who wrote what on subjects of
importance»

These files were apparently assembled from various places when the
Board came from several offices into its own building nineteen years ago, and
there is some indication that their form of organization may have been changed at
least once» Miss Poeppel has recently begun to replace worn backings and tat-
tered guides so as to render the older material more easily useable. She is much
interested in the aims of this Committee, and very cooperative, an attitude in
which she has official support.

2, Bank Visits

The staff director has now made the acquaintance of all twelve regional
reserve banks, New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Richmond, before July 1954, and
the other eight between July 1954 and the end of June 1955- No attempt has yet
been made to see branch offices»
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Dates and places were as followst

July 20-23, 1954, inclusive Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
July 26-29, 1954, " " IJ " " Chicago
Jan. 11-13, 1955, " " n " " Cleveland
Feb. 15*18, 1955, " " " " " Atlanta
Mar, 30-Apr. 1, 1955 " fl " " " Dallas
Apr, 4-11, 1955 (inc. weekend) " " ft " San Francisco
June 8-11, inclusive " " " n Minneapolis
June 13-15, 1955, inclusive f! " " " Kansas City

The way for these visits was prepared by a letter from Mr* Sproul,
Chairman of this Committee and President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
to his colleagues in the other eleven banks introducing the work of this Committee
and asking their cooperation, a letter which proved its effectiveness many times*

Bank cooperation showed itself in many courtesies, large and small, in
a willingness to answer all questions and to open all doors* The degree of inter-
est in historical research as such varied with the individual, but the general
attitude was one of warm welcome* With two exceptions, caused by absence from
the city, the President of the Federal Reserve Bank welcomed the Committee's
representative in person, and talked at length about the district, the bank, the
economic history of the region, as well as contributing anecdotes of earlier days
and suggesting "elder statesmen" who might have useful memories• A desk was
provided, schedules of further interviews set up. Nor did Bank hospitality end
there. Luncheon invitations were extended, sometimes with other officers, once
with the entire officers' council. Bank cars and drivers were offered to take
the visitor around the city. Dinner appointments were made as for an honored
guest. The director is warmly appreciative of such hospitality and such kindness *

To talk with senior officers, to inquire about "elder statesmen" who
.might contribute papers or memories, to find out what historical material was
available in files and libraries^ to establish a sense of confidence which could
be extended and deepened by correspondence, to create a reciprocal interest in
the project which might result in volunteered information and aid, all this was
the repeated aim. The Chairman of this Committee, Mr, Sproul, very early ex-
pressed the hope that it might be possible to coordinate information about bank
archives; that goal has stood high on the list of things which might be accom-
plished by these bank visits.

Toward that latter purpose, two questionnaires were constructed, one
to find out what material was held in bank libraries, the other designed to find
out about bank files. In framing the library questionnaire we had the aid of
Miss Marguerite Burnett, recently retired as librarian of the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, and a longtime friend of librarians at other Federal Reserve
Banksj most of them meet annually at the convention of the Special Libraries
Association* The questionaire on files proved more difficult, but the returns
have been rewardingc Both are described in the appendix report on banks•

3* Treasury Visits

Because the Federal Reserve Board was lodged in the Treasury Building
for at least part of the time before the present building was finished in 193&>
and because the operations of the two institutions have been so intimately re-
lated, we made inquiry about the location and diiipoeition of Treasury files
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related to the decades of Federal Eeserve history. Mr. ¥<, Randolph Burgess,
Under Secretary of the Treasury and a member of this Committee,, opened the ap-
propriate doors for a general survey of Treasury material. Much more needs to
be done in this sector? but at least we have made a start in finding out where
Treasury material of potential interest to students can probably be found.

Paper Hunts and Handling

The search for pertinent private papers, which from the start has been
one of the primary objectives in this project, has continued to occupy a regular
part of staff time. We now have reports on the whereabouts of 94 collections,
with some indications of their size and their condition. (A complete list is
appended*) In one instance (the Carter Glass Papers) we have a selective inven*
tory of material which concerns the Federal Reserve System, and in several
others we have obtained permission from the Library of Congress to copy their
registers*

Our latest valuable find is the important collection of Owen D. Young,
who served on the Board of Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of ITew York in
various capacities from 1923 to 1940. These papers are arranged with care and
housed in a steel vault at Van Hornesville, New York, They have been surveyed
by the director, and we are assured that they will be made available to prop-
erly qualified students able to go and work there*

As noted, in the Secretary's report, the Committee has, in several in-
stances, played a leading role in rescuing valuable papers, and bringing about
their transfer from casual family storage to a library where they will be prop-
erly arranged and catalogued for scholarly use*, Committee members may remember
that the Ogden Mills collection was, after Committee intervention, moved from a
Long Island garage to the Library of Congress. With Committee aid in the
earlier stages, the G-oldenweiser papers have been transferred to the same de-
pository » The Fred I. Kent papers were saved from destruction and given to the
Princeton University Library where they are to be housed in the section on
International Finance. The Frank Vanderlip papers, now stored in the family
garage at Scarborough, are being invited to Columbia University by the Director
of Libraries of that institution* The saving of these collections for schol-
arly use will benefit students working in many sectors of financial history*

Wien this project was first proposed, the Committee anticipated the
need for considerable work in organizing, arranging and cataloguing the col-
lections of papers it hoped to find and in analyzing their contents for schol-
arly use« Toward these ends, two experiments were tried* Again, the Committee
may remember that the papers of Senator Carter Glass, "rough sorted% boxed and
put on deposit in the Alderman Library of the University of Virginia, were
without index of their contents» Interested students had to go through the
whole collection in order to know what of interest it might offer them.

In the summer of 1954 Dr« Elbert Kincaid, distinguished economist,
then head of the Economic Department of the University of Virginia, for years
Economic Advisor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, was given a sub-grant
to make an inventory of the Glass papers, with particular reference to Federal
Reserve material,, That inventory was delivered as finished in October 1954o
Its list of the pertinent contents of 423 boxes occupies 614 mimeographed pages„
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Six copies in ring binders have been given to the Library at the University of
Virginia. Thirty-seven more await distribution by this Committee* Such distri-
bution awaits Committee decision as to whether this scholarly aid should be used
in its present form, or held for eventual publication.

The second experiment was carried on with the aid of the National
Records Management Council which undertook to set in order two small collections
as examples of the kind of work they might do on larger groups of papers. This
taught us more about modern techniques in archival practice, but it too promised
to be very expensive„

In the end., and after consulting experts in the Library of Congress,
the Harvard Business Histories Group, the national Archives and the Ford Archives
on the handling, processing and arranging of important papers for scholarly use,
Committee members came to the conclusion that rather than commission the ar-
ranging and cataloguing of papers on its own account, efforts might better be
spent in persuading their owners to move them to a qualified library which would
then undertake the processing of these collections according to its own rules
and system,,

The Committee therefore on May 24, 1955 adopted the following points
of policy for making recommendations;

(1) Papers which have belonged to a man of national stature, active in
the political scene, should be made available to the Library of
Congress provided that the institution shows an interest in ac-
quiring them |

(2) Papers belonging to a man who has had, or whose family has had,
marked affiliation with a specific college or a particular region
should be offered to the library of that college if properly
equipped to handle them, or to the properly equipped library of
a college in that regionj

(3) Papers belonging to a New York financier should, if not preempted
under the two earlier provisions, be regarded as available for the
Columbia University Library, which has come, under Committee urging,
to consider the establishing of a new manuscript collection of
financial and monetary papers.

The Columbia plan is highly interesting but still tentative. The
Committee, searching for a library in the New York region where the papers of
financiers who had made the great metropolitan money market famous could be
studied, discovered that no such center existed. Convinced of the value of such
a center, sure that the time to set it up was now, before more collections
should be dissipated or destroyed, the Committee secretary arranged for a series
of conversations with Dean Courtney Brown of the Columbia Business School and
Dr, Richard Logsdon, head of Columbia's libraries, Columbia now seems eager to
establish a fine manuscript collection in the field of financial and monetary
problems. To acquire^ arrange and service such a collection, they would need
a fund of $35,000.

The Committee, after extended discussion of the plan, has decided
that, while in view of the size and importance of the problem the sum is en-
tirely reasonable, they cannot themselves set aside so large a proportion (more
than 10$) of their own funds for the needs of a single institution or a single
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sector of the entire project in which they are engagedo The plan is therefore
in abeyance until autumn when other solutions to the problem of funds may be
soughto

Card File Building

The making of master card files, started during the pilot phase as a
primary aid to research and so planned that they.could be duplicated for schol-
ars elsewhere, is in various stages of near-completion.

Biographic cards now record essential data for 1,450 individuals who
have played important roles in the System,, These men include senior officers
of the regional banks, directors, government officials, academic consultants
and so on* The staff continues to refine and add to this file, as to the
others, but 75$ of the work has been completed, and 15$ of what remains is cler-
ical in natureo It is out of material compiled for this file that the data
used in the study of age, length of service and career background of officers
and directors, appended to this report, has been assembled,.

A sub-file of 550 cards has been built to give necessary career and
achievement data for economists and monetary historians who have been suggested
as participants or consultants in this project,, These are at present classi-
fied according to field of interest^ the file needs duplicating to allow for
alphabetic arrangement and quick reference.

The bibliographic file/'to which a part-time staff member devotes
complete attention, now contains some 7*000 items and is still growing,, This is
planned to provide basic material for the definitive b ibliograph*fprojected as
one of the works to be published,. It promises to be particularly valuable in
the field of periodical literature on Federal Reserve matters which contains
important academic and professional comment and analysis, and for which no com-
prehensive guide existso Miss McKinstry has worked-on it some 600 hours during
1954-559 but it cannot be regarded as more than one-third finished«

The chronological file is perhaps three-quarters complete. For each
year from 1914 through 1954 we have recorded on file cards for the purpose of
quick reference the following categories of informations

Names of President^Secretary of the Treasury, Comptroller of the
Currency

Names of members of Banking and Currency Committees in House and
Senate

lames of members of the Federal Reserve Board
Names of members of the Federal Advisory Council
Names of members of the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee
Names of officers and directors of the 12 regional banks
Chief Congressional hearings affecting the System
Legislation affecting the System

Three other categories are in process * "Important court decisions af-
fecting the System" are now being analyzed and listed for: us by kindness of
Mr* George Vest, Counsel of the Federal Reserve Board„ "Policy Actions of the
System" is almost completed* "Events influencing or surrounding System action"
is still in progress.
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All these research aids are-, of course, available to students working
on phases of the projects Dr* Lester Chandler is the first to make use of them,
and his use of them is helping in turn to test their value,, His report assures
us of the value of these card files,

Interviews

From the beginning the Committee has laid heavy stress on the value of
interviews with older men who had good memories and were interested in reliving
their early days in the System for the benefit of those working on this project,
A year's experience, added to that gained in the pilot project, makes it pos-
sible to look at the interview process more closely, to analyze its values, and
to make recommendations for the future*

Three types of interviews have now been developed« The first is the
interviewing of a retired official for the purpose of finding out what events
or impressions in his years of service stand out most clearly in his memory.
This had in the beginning a triple value - it made textbook accounts come alive
for your director, it provided suggestions about other people who might use-
fully add to the record, and it created a reciprocal interest which has led to
contributions in the forms of papers, memoirs, etc«

The second type, the bank interview* is a variant of the first, in
that it deals with people still active; it leads toward the sketching of what
might be called a historical profile of each of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks,

The third type is the group or conference interview, of which the
Committee held two at Princeton, the first in November 1954 with the participa-
tion of three consultants (Dr. Karl Bopp, Dr, Lester Chandler, and Dr« Elmer ¥ood),
the second in January.. This has proved very valuable in contributing new mate-
rial as in getting at the sources of controversy and the process of decision.
It has possibilities which we hope to explore further.

All three types of interview have been recorded and made part of the
Committee's material. The first two types were, with one exception, taken down
as pencilled notes, then dictated and transcribed, labelled "confidential" and
filed. The exception was a pair of interviews with Mr, Leslie Rounds, formerly
Vice President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Hew York, in which we tried using
a tape recorder with less success* The third group, the conference interviews,
were taken verbatim by a stenotypist, distributed to participants and corrected
by them*

In evaluating these interviews and these processes, it should be re-
membered that while the interviewing was done by one experienced in that proc-
ess, the statements in them have not yet been checked. The transcripts rank as
part of the raw material needed in this project, to be used with caution and
only after extensive cross-cheeking•

In this framework they are very useful. On the other hand, if they
are regarded as elements of "oral history," their importance becomes arguable.
Procedures adopted by the Harvard Business Histories Group and by the Oral
History Project under Bro Allan Wevins at Columbia University have raised ques-
tions about note-taking as a way of recording interviews, and have laid heavy
stress on the tape recorder which takes down every word and the trained tran-
scriber who-edits out unnecessary words as she types* Whether or not this
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judgment is accepted, the fact that the new processes exist lays an extra burden
of caution on those who still use the old for research purposes.

At their best, the new processes make possible a verbatim record of
an interview-in-depth, taken down after a vast amount of preparatory work has
been done by both the skilled interviewer and the forewarned subject<> On a
lower level, they offer little or no improvement over note-taking. They are
very expensive processes. That they are not always successful is suggested by
the recent comment of a critic who concluded that "Oral history reminiscences
can be worthwhile, but only if they are prepared with educated care and used
with scholarly caution".

The lesson for this project would seem to be threefold? first, the
interviews with individuals thus far taken and transcribed are valuable in re-
calling events and the atmosphere in which they happened, in contributing de-
tail, in recreating the sense of personalities long gone but important in System
history,, They also suggest the wisdom of further inquiry on certain points
sometimes believed to be settled,, On the other hand, subject as they are to the
frailties of human memory, they seldom can be taken as providing the absolute
truth or the final work in a complicated controversy*

Bank interviews have also been subject to some of the same difficul-
ties, but have almost always led to the discovery of further material* Here the
need for personal contact and the establishing of confidence has been as great
as in the earlier type. No matter how good the introductions - and ours have
been of the best = it is only in individual conversation that the past begins
to take shape as men reach back into memories long untouched. Correspondence
may be useful as a follow-up, but it will not do the job of a face-to-face
discussion.

For 1955"56 your director would like to suggest that new interviews be
chosen with more cara_, that second interviews-in-depth be held where first in-
terviews indicate the existence of memories so rich that they call for further
exploration, and that major stress be laid on group or conference interviews of
which the two Princeton conferences were important examples» These group con-
ferences can achieve a quality and depth of recall which is seldom won in a
general interview. They are particularly valuable in re-creating and clarify-
ing the quality of a controversy concerning which official records show only
the unexplained outcomes

The interest of the Committee itself in these group interviews is
lively, and more of them have been approved in principle. They result in rec-
ords valuable to the student of central banking history in the United States.
At least three of them could well be included in the plans for 1955-56 •

Writing

The reason for this archival and research work is, of course, the ac-
quiring and organizing of information basic to the scholarly writing which is
the core of this project., It is in the anticipation of monographs and the
history that the paper chase, the interviews, the laborious business of file
carding all come alive.
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Monographs

During most of 1954-55 the central stress of the Committee's efforts
lay in securing the historian who would tackle the definitive history itself.
There was, however, one monograph for which arrangements were made very early.
This is the biography of Benjamin Strong, Central Banker, which Dr* Lester Chandler
of Princeton University started in September 1954, on which he has been working
throughout the year. His first report on the progress of that work has been made
to the Brookings Institution and a copy is on file with this Committee, He ex-
pects to finish the bulk of his research by September of 1955> and to begin
writing then» Three years is the estimated time for the book's completion, No
arrangements for publishing have as yet been made*

Other monograph plans await decision, and commissioning* The staff has
done considerable preparatory work in collecting suggestions for subjects and
data concerning possible authors. It is hoped that this may be in print in the
near future.

Committee Organization

When the Rockefeller Foundation granted the Committee's proposal in
the spring of 1954, the following names of Committee -members were attached to
that proposal: Allan Sproul, Chairman; W# Randolph Burgessj Robert D» Calkins;
William McC, Martin, Jr.; Walter W. Stewart| Donald B. Woodward* All these men
were experienced in the monetary field, and actively interested in the develop-
ment of economic studies. To widen the scope of interest in the Committee, they
invited Dr. Joseph Willits> with wide experience in the field of social science,
and Dr» F. Cyril James, financial historian, to join the Committee! the two
scholars accepted membership in it, and have added strength*

Association with the Brookings Institution has been strengthened in
the regular process of working together» The association has value for both
groups| the counsel given this ad hoc Committee by the more experienced insti-
tution, in matters of policy as well as in bookkeeping and budgetary matters is
a sturdy and continuous contribution to the progress of the program*

rBie Committee's expectation was that Mr, W» Randolph Burgess would
have general supervision over this project and would himself undertake some of
the writing assignments which the Committee contemplated* Then, as the
Secretary's report indicates, it became obvious that Mr« Burgess must continue
serving the Treasury as Under Secretary in charge of Monetary Affairs„ Under
those circumstances, and until a substitute of equivalent stature could be found
in the person of the historian, the work of the staff has been supervised by an
executive sub-committee composed of the Chairman, the Secretary, Mr« Burgess
and Dr* Calkins, who have been as generous with their time as they are astute in
their judgments.

Staff

The daily work processes have been in charge of Miss Mildred Adams,
who acted as research director of the pilot project and on March 1st was made
executive director. From June until September 1954 she had the part-time help
of Miss Katherine McKinstry (acting thus in intervals when Dr« John Williams,.
for whom she is secretary, was not in New York) and the typing assistance of
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Miss Lois Krebs. Both of these were loaned by the New York Federal Reserve
Bank. On September 9"th Mrs- Ellen Singer was added to the staff to serve as
executive assistant and secretary. On November 1st Miss Irma Burstein was em-
ployed as stenographic secretary, and Miss Krebs went back to the Bank.

Meanwhile, three people have worked in our offices on special projects:
Miss McKinstry from June to September worked as assistant for the part-iiime equiv-
alent of six weeks, and from September to June worked 413 hours (or ten weeks)
on the bibliography project; Miss Burnett worked eight months part-time (or four
months full-time) on the archives project; and Dr. Chandler worked at his own
pace on the life of Benjamin Strong.

These, in addition to Miss Adams, make the office sound amply staffed.
However, analysis shows that omitting Dr. Chandler who was occupied with his own
projects, the regular office force throughout the year adds up to less than three
persons, while the two part-time workers on special projects for office use
together worked the equivalent of 29 full time weeks, or slightly more than half
a person on full time a

In addition, we borrowed (and paid for) 640 hours (sixteen weeks plus)
of typing aid from the Bank.

Complicated as this staff situation may look, we believe that this
small office, given the special skills it needs, has operated more economically
this way than if we had tried to get the same work done by hiring four full-
time employees. The ability to borrow (and pay for) typing help from the Bank's
pool when and as we need it is a real source of economy as well as an aid to
peace of mind.

Quarters

When the pilot project was begun in January of 1954 "the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York housed the staff rent free in a pleasant working room on the
8th floor into which desks, a table, a bookcase and a file cabinet were fitted.
That arrangement continued into the first months of the longer project. In
November 1954, after the staff had been reorganized for the longer life of the
main project, the Bank made available a suite of three pleasant and efficient
rooms at the eastern end of the 11th floor. These quarters provide a private
office for the director, a research room with three desks and file cabinets, a
reception and clerical office. They have the double advantage of being within
the Bank so that various Bank services are still available, and sufficiently set
apart from Bank operations so that the independent status of the Committee is
clear„ They are sufficiently spacious and flexible so that they should serve
Committee needs in 1955-56 without change if the Bank continues its generous
permission for their use*

Respectfully submitted,

Mildred Adams
Executive Director
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COMMITTEE ON THE HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

f i r s t Anniversary Progress Report

Princeton
January 29, 1955

TO; Messrs* Allan Sproul, Chairman
W. Randolph Burgess
Kobert D. Calkins
F# Cyril James
William MeC. Martin, J r .
Walter V. Stewart
Joseph H. Willits
Donald B* Woodward, Secretary

Because th is meeting comes so shortly after January 17th, the
f i r s t anniversary of the opening of the Committee's office, you may find
useful an informal recapitulation of tae year*s work. Strict ly speaking,
that work was, as you remember, done in two phases, with a pi lot grant of
110,000 for four months (January 15 - May 15, 1954) followed by a five-year
grant which began July 1, 1954* Sou. had a report on the pi lot phase when
i t was finished^ a formal annual report on the f i r s t year under the major
grant, with appropriate financial de ta i l s , i s not due unti l July 1, 1955*
This account i s therefore rather in the nature of a birthday candle,
shedding l ight but imposing no responsibility.

Despite the diff icult ies which might have been created by the
shift from pilot phase to major grant, we were, with the aid of Rockefeller
budgetary kindness and Brookings bookkeeping sk i l l , able to bridge the
technical gap between May 15th and July 1st and keep on working. This con-
t inuity of the work process has tended to blur the operative differences
between the pi lot phase and the five-year project* The important dis t inc-
tions arei (l) in the pi lot phase we made no sub-grants, whereas since
July 1st , we have commissioned three projects, one of which (the Kincaid-
Glass) i s finished, and the other two (Chandler-Strong and Burnett-Archives)
are under wayf (2) while we are continuing to pursue the four research
processes so fruitful in the pi lot phase (paper chase, interview, bank
v i s i t and card-file building), we are now able to enlarge their scope and to
deepen their content*

Work Baais

Staff work in both first and second phases has thus far tended to
center around these questions!

"What happened? When, where, and why?"
"Who and where are the people who helped build the System?"
"Where are their papers?"
"What about archives of Board and Banks - where are they, and

what is in them?"
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People

We set to work on people and papers by collecting from Committee
members a list of some 20 of the most important and obvious names, and then
seeking interviews if they were still active, or papers if not, That list
has been multiplied many times over. We now have a card catalogue of about
1500 persons, including all Board members, Bank officers and directors, the
government officials, economists, monetary experts — ell of them concerned
in some way with Federal Reserve development. We do not yet pretend that
the list is complete, but we intend that it shall be* For these people
we are collecting at least skeleton biographic and career data.

Keyed to this alphabetical list is a card file of the twelve
banks, each with its senior officers &nd directors, arranged chronologically.
These two files will provide clues fco the persons whom an historian of the
System may need to identify.

Interviews

The interview process hss yielded both more and less than we
hoped (we have records of the 100 interviews thus far held)» more, in
terms of operating knowledge of early years, acquaintance with the men who
B̂ ade the System what it is, a treasure of anecdotes which illumine the storyj
less, because deeper matters of policy and controversy seldom come out in
first interviews, and the interviewer must know more than has hitherto been
possible in order to decide what are the most fruitful questions that can
be asked.

We have been exploring the methods of the Columbia Oral History
Project and of the psychological laboratory at Michigan in an attempt to
see whether their experience may help us with interviews in greater depth.
We hope to begin very shortly an experiment in group interviews for which
the Executive Committee recently made financial provision.

Papers

The paper chase, which began so fortunately, still continues to
yield good results, The returns are perhaps spottier, but they still come,
and the possible sources are by no means exhausted. We now have records of
more than 70 collections which bear on the Sjystem, scattered among the
Library of Congress, various university libraries, and private owners. We
have not wanted to amass material in the Committee office, but we do intend
to compile as complete a record as possible of the whereabouts and the con-
tents of pertinent collections. In the process, an excellent degree of
cooperation has been established with the Library of Congress, and we are
now in the position of being able to recommend various types of depositories
for newly discovered collections*
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These 70-odd collections of which we have record represent only a
fraction of -what we hope to find. The continuing threat is that valuable
papers will be destroyed for lack of knowing that a responsible group is
interested in them. We are now framing a letter to older officers on our
lists asking them to consider the aims of this Committee in providing for
the disposition of their papers•

Meanwhile, the problem of handling is still troublesome, though we
know much more about it than we did a year ago. The high cost of providing
an inventory for the Carter Glass papers has moved the Executive Committee
to ask for a report on the scope and estimated costs of the paper problem*
That report is in preparation•

Bank Visits

Introduced by letters from Mr* Sproul to other Bank Presidents,
your research director has visited six of the regional banks (not counting
New lork) and plans to visit the other five before the end of May. These
visits are for three days, obviously superficial, but productive of much
information and helpful in the building of the kind of confidence which must
be established between the Committee and the banks on lower as well as
higher levels, if the questions we ask are to be answered and the material
supplied. The banks have been most kind and most cooperative* Ve hope to
have more luck with the archives inquiry when this first-hand exploration
is finished*

Projects

The cataloguing of the Carter Glass papers which, conceived in the
pilot phase, was the first project commissioned, is completed except for an
index. Decision as to whether to publish is being postponed until we have
more information as to the Committee's eventual publication schedule*

Dr* Chandler has, since September, been working on the Benjamin Strong
papers one day a week* After February first, he expects to increase that
time-schedule to four days a week*

The project for exploring and collating information about Board
and Bank archives, which Miss Burnett began in October on a part-time basis,
has languished because considerable preliminary investigation was needed
before she could usefully start. She has been most helpful in bibliographic
aspects of Committee work and in the continuing paper chase. Meanwhile, the
preliminary work of querying banks about files and archives is being done
through personal visits on the part of the research director. This means
delay, which is unfortunate but apparently unavoidable.
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Files

"When the Committee chooses its historian, ve assijae that the
research work done by the staff -will take on new dimensions. Meanwhile, we
continue to put into four card files the basic data about people, banks,
legislation, policy actions, hearings, speeches, unpublished material,
articles, books and so on, which an historian could reasonably be expected
to ask for. We have mentioned the Persons file and the Bank file, the
third is the Time file, which attempts to collate the responsible people
with the various types of events affecting the Sjystem. The fourth, develop-
ing a new approach to a System bibliography , is the special province of
Miss Katherine McKinstry whose years with Dr. Williams have given her a
wide familiarity with the needs of scholars as well as vith the rarer fields
of theses and periodical literature. We have also had fine bibliographic
assistance from Miss Sutherland, Librarian at the Board.

Future

The aim of all this work and these accretions is to prepare to
serve the research workers who will be seeking information as the history-
writing phase develops. A year of effort enables us to be at least better
supplied with data than when we started. The outline-memo prepared for this
meeting shows how much further we still have to go* Having spent 1954- ia
primary exploration, we are hoping that 1955 say make it possible to use
some of what, we have and to go deeper for the major aspects which are still
to be gathered.

Mildred Adams
Research Director
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19 ,

TO* Hmsnrsm Allfta Sproul,
f# fkndolvh i
Bofeert B

Villiaa fccC, Jiartin,
Walter V. stev-&rt

Seeretcry

The vorfc ©f t&ia Cooed t tee tea sad® oo table progress l a the l&gt tw& stoRth**
Proj&ets long pl&wuk! h«.ve com© into b*lag| th# ooop«r(itlv« effort repr«s«nt«d bjr the
conference e t /riricetoft holds high hop* for the history i t se l f \ m6 aew quarters heve

tiie staff vorfc

eatfc^iratios of the C^rt#r Gle.se Ffeperi' i s fltiish@<?, **d
•Iaveatojy of -423 Bo>i©e oa Depe«lt ia the Al«3ejK«a Library of the IMYersiV of
li^L** | m i | M l to be * vala&lle »i-i to .-•.tttdeafce vavkiag la this flel<$« A m
aetr.or&QflU9i oa ^i« details of this project i s •$$•*$•£« Th« iiusb&r of boxes found
and ce.talogu#d (423) | i almost twice the number edti^&ted hy the librarian (216)
feecepted as the b^dls om ^hiok the project MM uu4erteic«n* k fin&X e^oountlag of
the grant to Br* Illactild IUMI not beea received, but eo»V6rs*tio3ifj Indicate th»t

v l l l not ruii smch pw?t Ui© vaouat provided*

voik oa 3ejsUftber 2.7th vlth the B*uj«fi,in String
(

• - : ; ^q , ^ j j
ia an office kindly prc-vided by the fiev fork F«$er*a E&^rr® Beak# (Since

th©a, he iMl hi^- p&pers have be»ft movod into the Co»fiiittee*s u®^ Quarter a) • From
?ept«fcbejr until ftto&mryt he v iH be speiidisg every Hondsy o» work for the book*
Tram February forward, lie ex^ots to be devotlcg full tia-e to thi««

fojss«rly l ibmriea of the i*m Xork F»der«l He-
aok, etarted work October 13th oa a port time basis; to ideatif^r end explore

»«j<Ujrl«'l ia the twelve v^lotml banks* Tk&-: far, she has eliiefly been ©c-
ith taklog BQundin&& ia ft field surprising^/ divers© &ad aosapped* '4« *.re

hope», but i t ia too efcriy to eatpect resul ts .

The steps ^ i c h led to the b*p$jr declsioa to invite Dr. B©pp, E* ,
Dr. ^oor! to voxic ndth the Cofis^ittee oa a closer defining of our desires ( ia-

ciutflag an oatliulag of the "gir&ad de-sl^A" &nd pei^iapa of the history i t se l f ) h&ve
been r e p o r t s &s takenj they need no repetition hftre» As for the ss&a, or Ê en, vfeo
©ay vri te the hiatoiy, the ho{>« i;i th«:t an f»gree<i e&oiee wy eetexige ia the course of
these Priaceton Keetii%s«
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Committee on the History of the Federal -Reserve System

PROGRESS REPORT flO. 7

November 19, 1954

TO: Messrs. Allan Sproul, Chairman
V. Randolph Burgess
Robert D. Calkins
F. Cyril James
William McC. Martin, Jr.
Walter ¥. Stewart
Donald B. Woodward, Secretary

The work of this Committee has made notable progress in the last two

months. Projects long planned have come into being; the cooperative effort repre-

sented by the conference at Princeton holds high hope for the history itself; and

new quarters have made the staff work easier.

Projects

r^ie Kincaid examination of the Carter Glass Papers is finished, and the

"Inventory of 423 Boxes on Deposit in the Alderman Library of the University of

Virginia" will be presented for the Committee's inspection at the Princeton Con-

ference November 21st. flo index has been provided, but this should not be taken as

a criticism of Dr. Kincaid. The number of boxes found and catalogued (-423) is al-

most twice the number estimated by the librarian (216) and accepted as the basis on

which the project was undertaken. The Committee's decision on the matter of pro-

viding the needed index will be sought at Princeton, A final accounting of the

grant to Dr. Kincaid has not been received, but conversations indicate it will

not run much past the amount provided.

Dr. Lester Chandler started work on September 27th with the Benjamin

Strong Papers in an office kindly provided by the flew York Federal Reserve Bank.

(Since then, he and his papers have been moved into the Committee's new quarters).
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From September until February, he will be spending every Monday on work for the book,

From February forward, he expects to be devoting full time to this.

Miss Marguerite Burnett« formerly librarian of the New York Federal Re-

serve Bank, started work October 13th on a part time basis to identify and explore

archival material in the twelve regional banks. Thus far, she has chiefly been oc-

cupied with taking soundings in a field surprisingly diverse and unmapped. We are

developing hopes, but it is too early to expect results.

History Writers

The steps which led to the happy decision to invite Dr. Bopp, Dr. Chand-

ler, and Dr. ¥ood to work with the Committee on a closer defining of our desires

(including an outlining of the "grand design" and perhaps of the history itself)

have been reported as taken; they need no repetition here. As for the man, or men,

who may write the history, the hope is that an agreed choice may emerge in the

course of these Princeton meetings.

Next Step

As you know, the Princeton conference is a three-day affair — Satur-

day (the 20th) and Monday (the 22nd) for the three experts, Sunday (the 21st) for

the Committee. After the Monday meeting, the experts will go their ways to wrestle

separately or confer by correspondence or telephone with the problems set before

them. At the end of some six weeks, they hope to come up with recommendations

which they would like to present at a second full conference, perhaps on the week-

end of January 7-8th.

Committee Organization

In accordance with the Committee's wish, Dr. Joseph Willits and Dr.

Shepard Clough have been asked to join this Committee. As yet, no reply has been

received from either of these gentlemen.
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Publishing Plans

The summary of interviews with publishers, promised in this report,

has been postponed for the next one.

Housekeeping

The Committee staff and office have been moved from a single room on

the 8th floor of the Federal Reserve Bank of Nev York to a pleasant, quiet, and

comfortable three-room suite on the 11th floor. This makes possible a much more

efficient separation of work needs; it gives Miss Adams a private office, provides

a research room in which Dr. Chandler, Miss Burnett, and Miss McKinstry have desks

and file space, and adds to the ease of handling clerical work. Committee thanks

are owing to the New York Bank.

Mildred Adams
Research Director
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on tho History of tho Federal Roaorva Syatoa

August 31, If51

Tot Meggrg. Allan tprovl, Chairman
V. Bandolpli Burgoaa
Sobort D. Calkins
F. Cyril J«m®g
Vil l iaa McC. Mt.rt.iii, Ji
Valtor V* Stewart

Tb« dmilj |mc# ©f Cowaittto v©rk during tho two mid-mra&r smiths
$#®s©<! S | Aooonts to r^soiafel^ that of ft slow Mt&j but a glanoo b&ek

at J^B»# 24th» dftto of th« l a s t r«port# do#s sfew

4 t©
a rteont l e t t e r from Dr. Klnoald^ thr®e~qmrt#r» doa#f aufi da® to bo flalahed

15th* Tho psp«r»t ^feich sr® in oferoaologlool ardtr, haT# sot
f bcrfc 'Wt\ Kl&eftid i s making ft e^»pl@te invootorjr of ^ki^h k% wi l l
eopi@g» Ro ©ays tfeat *s»o7 int«w®rfcifi§ dociamfenti whieh would b# ©f

groat int«"r#©t to m historian or a biogrmpheT* b»T« b©en

tjr.* ĵ ogtoar Cha,a41ro.r i t duo back from Buropo at tho osd of t h i s s
and w® hato #T#fy xw*§on to #:i|Hiet tbat #««rly la Soptoabor h» w$XX b# starting
work on "Bonjftnltt Strongf C®atral

Marujtorl.to. ^ai^ott» roeoatly r®tir©d a» librarian of th@ Mow fork
tt»gi#ii Bank* wi l l stert work OB Octebor f i r s t in I f i rs t attempt to isak*

a i»st#r l i s t of th@ archiTal antorlal in tho tw©lT@ regiDBal ĥ ..nks» Sho b@gis®
tMs piaa©#r otKMfy on a part-ti»# baait* So®* #xplomtory woî : bat be#!i doe# hf
Miaa Adasa in the H s i t i already sad® to fiv«r of tho b&»k@, kwl oaly enough to
show how wich s©r# wi l l b# aoodad before thit soure© antorial oait bo l i s t ed m
«• to bo of m»# to atudonta*

tho BatlojBja^ LB.ooorda. HaiumoiBOftt. ..Couooi^ has «4sa© & p i lo t
wkieh wi l l b® of Talu® to mi in helping to SaffS probl^as of haadll&g
disc^Y^i^d mpivt« Using two anall colleetldas as triad j j j i f l i t i thoy

hava aortod9 stiitlyg#cl ©ad a^prmis^i tho paporsf add sot than tip its a form whioh
should bo vary «*ofttl to feoholari. This work provided a b&nis far ti&o stmdita
wfeieh wi l l «anblo thorn to @#ti^te eonts of handling oth#r and lurgor eollootioaa,
t1*a task was don.® without »«-p#BS«s l i this Goifmittoo, but in an attoapt t-o
•trato tho Ckraaoila1 aothods m& with tho hppo that wsi oould mm tfeolr
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for other papers. The work Is a&air&ble, and there is every reason to believe
that v© new haw at hand an expert agency to which the task of es&fai&ing, I d

evaluating collections can be entrusted.

History Writers

Some progress has been js&ae in the search for an economic historian
who might write the definitive history of the System which continues to be the
core of this project.

Dr. Burgess has kiadly furnished & preliminary ®eao indicating vhat
areas interest hi® - he does not want to undertake th* history itself.

Two aen, Dr. Hiaer Wood of the University of Missouri and Dr. Harold
Reed, recently retired from Cornell, have bean to often awmtioaed by Coafiaittee
members as possibly desirable that it ©eemed wise to explore the degree ©f their
interest and their potential attitude© toward w. Invitation to work on the project.
To this end Kit* Ad&ms, on a -alti-suarser trip to Federal Reserve Banks in St. Louie
and Chicago* flew to L-enrer or&r mi intervening weekend so ii to Interriew Dr.
then on. vftc»tion, La,ter she visited Pr. Reed at Ithsca.

net result In both cases was negative la the sense that neither man
in a position to be receptive to an invitation to undertake work in this

project - Dr. ¥ood because he is working on a book which needs two ixor© ye&rs for
finishing, Br. Heed because he is still ^recovering from forty years of teaching1*
and not eager to esibark on fe task deluding such loag eoncentratlon of effort. On
th© positive side, the conversations served to ©15list the interest of both these
scholars. They have made valuable suggestions, sad they will be glad to b$ con-
sulted further when we need then. Each has agreed to s*ad us the ruuae of any
yosmger a»B la this, field wbo could be reooantnded as a possible candidate for

sector of this vork.

This lesvea two yotasger men, Dr. K&rl Bopp of the Federal Baserv® Bank
of Philadelphia and Br, M\mrd Bum of Stanford OniTersity next oa tfee list of
the varmly d d

Or* Wdmrd Shaw's naae has been proposed by Dr. Robert Calkins, who
recoamends him as an able scholar, & good writer, having & brilliant analytical
adsd, and an Informed Interest in banking problems. Br* Calkins is bringing Dr.
Shaw on from Stanford Univnrsity in September to do a study of Trends in Coameroial
Basking \ascxer the auspices of Brookings.

Bora in Mew Mexico in 1906, Br. Shaw was graduated from Stanford la
1929 and given his doctorate there in 1936. Upon §r»du&tio». fee entered th©
Stanford ©conortiics faculty. In 1941 he was made * full professor, with a year
as executive head of the departswrnt, a post which he resumed in 1943* Outside
the Ualwrsity, Br. Shaw held a Social Science Eeae&reh Council fellowship for
the purpose of studying monetary ^eory and the London money market. The war
took'hia to Washington where fro© 1942 to 1943 he was Chief economist in the
Textile, Leatfesr and Apparel Division of th© OPA. From 1%3 to 1945 he ranked
M lieutenant in the U.S. it«sl F^^rre. His writing has mostly taken the form
of studies for ©conomlc journals, but he has one full-length volume on*Honey,
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and Monetary Policy* vhieh v&s published an a text book by Bichard I).
Xrwln of Chicago In 1953» I** that, his style is infonasJL &nd readable.

A recent letter from Dr. Calkin* indicates that it sight be possible
to transfer Dr. Shaw fro® his steady of Trends in Coaiaareiai Banking to this
history project if the Committee so desires. Decision is this aatt«r should
preferably b# made before the eosssercial tanking study gets too far under way.

Dr» Bopp's na&e, one of the first suggested, has been repeatedly
stressed by various people* Re has been W f f helpful in discussing this pro*
j#ct, but h*9 thus far turned aside informal suggestions that his #«» skills

be sought la the writing of the history.

Bora in 190©, graduated fror« the tfelversity of Missouri («rlth hit
doctorate from that institution in 1931) Ia% Bopp attracted wide attention in
1935 i**a the University of Missouri published bis penetrating study oa *The
Agencies of Federal Reserve Policy9. He taught at Missouri from 1931 to 1941,
then vent to the Philadelphia Federal leserre Baak us Birector of Research, In
1947 he was made a vlee president. Meanwhile he aeted as technical secretary
at the Sretton Woods Coafereace In 1944f «Bd hag lectured both @t Frineetoo m&
lit the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Bopp now divide© his tlaw between the
work of the Baak md lecture* &t Pexinsylvania, From fclae to tlae he produces
studies of central banking in the United States or in selected European countries,
His scholarship Is considered Impeccable, his style is generally crisp and un-
oluttered. Is has not yet prodaeed a full-leagth book*

Thus far it has b® ti assusssd that Dr. Bopp was so valued by the Phil
delpfcia Bank that he could not bs rsles&od for the writing of the history even
if he himself vanted to undert&k® it* This, like tfe® queitioa as to whether Dr»
Bopp Slight be opes to high-level pfersuasioa if the Bmak vould i«m$ him for ttels
work, is a satter which the Committee may like to ponclor.

A third suggestion is that Dr. Chandler himself &ay be so taaersed
in Federal Reserve matters after he finishes the Strong book that he will then
wa&t to st&rt on the full-dress history* He is a wara friend of ir. Bopp arA
Dr. Wood. Conceivably this expert triumvirate might fashion sose kind o£ a
noritliig arrfjig@m«mt which vmQA bring the knowledge, skills aad j-ttdgeaeixt of
all three sues to bear on the project.

Cowalttee cowsent on or additions to these suggestions will be most
welcome*

Coaa&ttee Organisation

Heplle* to the second list of nme* to b© added to this QMHfttlti
resulted in e majority Tote for Br. Frederick tane, professor of history at
Johns Hopkins. Dr. Wlllits has been asked to dlMms* tfe® matter with Dr» Lsne,
aad a reply is expected this week* Meanwhile Dr. f. Cyril J&&3& has accepted the
Gostfdttee1 gg invitation and a file of progress reports to iate hat been sent him.

The quarterly report of the Rockefeller Foundation which was expected
to announce on July 15th the granting of funds to the Brookings Institution for
the work of this Cosnlttee was delayed fey the deŝ indo for information made by
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th« B.#̂ ee Ceasslttee, I t ttftj Just b̂ er* Issued; r®l«T»at newspaper reports bear
the date i&suet 25th, fbt language fttftd by the Foundation i s *.• follovsi

gr&istt totaling |685fOQ0 'have bean n&«!e to the Brooking® Institution
by The Boefcefeller jfrwjfllttll. In outright grant of $375*000 will b«Ip
to e«tahll*b a nm? pimgrtm of WHiiWfc and <idts©stioa» Pr^piirsttioa of a

The propo9»4 history »f the Fttleral F»ff#nr« C^ftm v i l l i&cludo aa
of this unwmi. iaTsation of g0Y#rojs®at, mud n r#"rlew and

j f it® fsaietioalng ss lllvslaod by the ^p^ts
of 8HNB ^ o b®Ip#4 d@f«lop lt» H0V tuoh a TAoehftn.is» of
imlqutly e-diipted to 3*ttr s*©dsf came to h® estftblishodi
i t fe&» «Rdur#d «id thrived, tad 9- etudy ©f l%i rol# la both
and tho teonoay v i l l fc© $€tm phsisoo dealt

VIth this IMMWMMMtfKl i s hasd a l@tt®r etc r*ow te® draftod vhleh
oproad l llfiiliiltm »bo«t th« projoot to lntorostod scholars its t&m banks and the

world.

mTk of tmeoTorlng G@¥ sourees of material i s by »o ooans finished*
OB a r#e©st Ti$it to CMesgo Mis® Adams I f w H that the papers of Zmm* M
who playod ma Importsat part in tbo fora^tiTe f#ars of the Mmrd mud the Chicago
Fe^er*! l i i f l f t Bank, f i l l s«v@nil p&toklsc csse^ in tho stor&g® ba.s«m#at of tho
First Hstional Bank. Tfe® papers of HelTin Tmsfaor are also tbSf»« Both c©ll®ctiotts

he mm&® #T»ilafel® for the purposes of this Coswaittee.

Plans

i t the fuggostlon of the executive ttHHl^se we have started m a
varies of ecmferffaciis with publishers ms a s tar t tm#ard making pi wit for
lishlag the evealwel fruits of this project. Their rsoo^iends.tioag will be
Included Is the next progress report.

Director
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. DMFT FOR MR. VOODVABD

Committee on the History of the Federal Feserve Systeia

PPQGFSSS REPOflT NO. 6

August 26, 1954-

?o$ Messrs. Allan Sproul, Chairman
¥. Randolph Burgees
Robert B. Calkins
William McC. Martin
Writer V. Stovtrt
Donald B. lteodwaitS, Secretary
P. Cyril Jsraes

The daily pace of Committee work during the two mid-summer months

baa germed at moments to resemble that of fin undernourished snail, but a

glance bn.ck at June 24th, 6fcta of the last report, does shov some progress.

Projects

of the Carter Glass papers is, according to

a recent letter from Dr. T.inceid, three-quarter* done, and due to be finished

by September 15th. The papers, vhlch are in chronological order, hare not been

rearranged, but Dr. Kineaid is making a complete Inventory of whieh he vill furnish

us copies. He says that "many interesting documents which would be of great inter-

est to an historian or a biographer11 hare been uncovered.

Dr. Lester Chsndler is duo back from Europe at the end of this month,

and m have ev$ry reason to expect that early in September he will be starting

work on "Benjamin Strong, Central Banker11.

Miss Marguerite Burnett, recently retired as librarian of the Hew York

Federal Reserve Bank, will start work on October first in a first attempt to make

a master list of the archival material in the twelve regional b^nks. Sh© begins

this pioneer study on a part-tiae basis. Some exploratory work has been done by

Miss kd&&& in the visits already made to five of the banks, but only enough to
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show hov auch isor© will be needed before this source Material cnn be listed

so &$ to be of use to students.

Meanwhile the National Records Management Council has doit* a pilot

study of real value in helping us to solve problems of handling newly discovered

papers. Using two small collections as trial material, they have sorted, analyzed

and. appraised the papers, and sot them up in a fora which should he very useful to

scholars. This work provided a basis for time studies vhieh vill enable them to

estimate coata of handing other and larger collections. The task waa done with-

out erpmsa to this Concnittee, but in an attempt to demonstrate the Councils1

methods and with the hope that ve could use their services for other papers.

the vork is admirable, and there is every reason to believe that ve now have

at hand an.agCBcy to which the task of examining, indexing and evaluating

collections can be entrusted.

History Writers

g Mfte progress has betm mad* In the search for an economic historian

who might vrite the definitive history of the rystem vrich continues to be the

cor© of this project,

Er. Burgees has "kindly furnished a preliminary memo indicating vhat

areas interest hia - he does not vant to undertake the history Itself.

Two men, Dr. ELaer Vood of the University of Missouri and Dr. Harold

Feed, recently retired from Cornell, have been so often mentioned by Coiaaiittee

s^embers as possibly cleeirftble th&t it seemed wise to explore the degree of their

interest anc their potential Attitudes towsrd an invitation to work on the project.

To this ©nd Miss Ad&ms, who was undertaking a aid-sumer trip to Federal Beserve

Banks in St. Louis snd Chicago, flev to Denver on an Intervening veekend so as to

interview IT. Vood, then on vacation. Later she visited Br. Reed at Ithaca.
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o
The net result in both cases was negative In the 3ense that neither

Bfltn seems in a position to be receptive to an invitation to undertake work in

tiiis project - Dr. Wood because he is working on a book which needs two more

years for finishing, Dr. Reed because he is still "recovering from forty years

of teaching" and not eager to embark on a task demanding such long concentration

of effort. On the positive side, the visits served to enlist interest of both

these scholars. Trey have mde valuable suggestions, and they will ba glad to

be consulted further -when we need them. Each has agreed to send us the niBS of

any younger man in thi$ field who could be recoisraended as a possible candidate

for soiae sector of this work.

This leaves two younger men, Dr. Karl Bopp of the Federal Reserve

B&nk cf Philadelphia and Dr. Edward Shaw of Stanford University next on the

list of the warmly recommended.

Dr. Bopp's name, one of the first suggested, h&s been repeatedly

stressed. He has been very helpful in discussing this project, but has thus

far turned aside informal suggestions that hi$ own skills might be sought in

the writing of the history.

Born in 1906, graduated from the University of Missouri (with hit

doctorate from that institution in 1931) Dr. Bopp attracted wide attention in

1935 when the University of Missouri published his penetrating study on The

Agencies of Federal Reserve Policy. He teught at Missouri from 1931 to 1941,

then went to the Philadelphia Federal Beserve Bank at Director of Fesearch. In

194? he was mad© a vice president. Meanwhile be acted as technical secretary

at the Eretton Woods Conference in 1944> &nd has lectured both et Princeton and

at the University of Pennsylvania* Dr. Bopp now divides his time between the work

of the Bank sxid lectures at Pennsylvania. From time to time he produces studies

of centr&i banking in the United States or in selected European countries. His
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scholarship is considered impeccable, his style is generally crisp and reasonably

uncluttered.

Thus far it has been assumed that kr. Bopp was so valued by the Philadel-

phia Bank that he coulG not be released for the writing of the history even if he

himself wanted to undertake it. This, like the question as to whether Dr. Bopp

would he open to high-level persuasion, is a matter which the uoamittee may like

to ponder.

Dr. Kdw&rd Shav Is less well Known in j&stern circles, and without

close experience in Federal Heserva banking. His name has been proposed by

I)r, Robert Calkins, who recommends him as having a brilliant im&lytlcal sind,

and an infomed Interest In banking problems. Dr. Calkins is bringing him on

fro® Stanford University in September to do a study of Trends in Coamercial

Banking under the auspices of Brookings.

Born in New Mexico in 1908, Dr. Shaw was graduated from Stanford in

1929 «no received his doctorate there in 1936. Upon graduation he entered the

economics faculty. In 1941 he was iRRde • full professor, with a year as executive

bead of the department, a post which h@ rasumed in 1948. Outside of the University,

Dr. Show had » Social Science Research Council fellowship to study the London tsoney

market and monetary theory. The war took him to Washington where from 1942 to 1943

he was Chief Economist In the Textile, Leather and Apparel Division of the OPA. From

1943 to 1945 he ranked as lleutenent in the U.S. Ite.val Reserve. His writing, like

thfft of Dr. Bopp, has taken the form o*" studies rather than full-length books, but

he has one volune on Money, Income and Monetary Policy published as a text book by

Richard I). Irwin of Chicago in 1950. In that, his style is informal and readable,

A recent letter from Dr. Calkins indicates that it would be possible

to transfer Dr, Shaw from hi?? atudy of Trends in Oorsmercial Banking to this history

project If the Committee so desires. Such a decision should In all fairness be m

rather quickly, and before the commercial banking study gets well under way.
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0
a third su&.e&tion is that l>r. Chandler himself »ay be so

in Federal Reserve m&tters after ho finishes the Strong book that he will want

to start at once on the full~drees history He is a warm friend of Dr. Bopp

&nd kr, Wood. Goncedv&bly this triuj&vir&tw ttigjbt fathlOTi some kind of a working

arrangement -which would briug the knowledge, skills and judgement of all three

men to bear on the project,

UoMSiitujte uoiaattsiit on or adaitioas to ttMMM suggestion© will be aost

welcome •

Q i a c t i o n

heplies to the be cone list of names to be added to this Committee

resulted in a majority vote for Dr. Frederick Lane, professor of history at

Johns iiOpkins. Dr. 'Willits h*i.s been asked to discues the u&tter with Dr,

and a reply is expected this week. Meanwhile hr, F. Cyril James has accepted the

Committee's invitation and & file of progress reports to date has \x>&ix seat him.

The quarterly report of the itoekwlelier Foundation which was expected

to announce on July 15th the granting of funds to the Brooking* Institution for

the work of this Committee was delayed by the demands for information aade by

the Reece Comaittee• It has just been issued^ relevfeiat newspaper report* bear

the OEte August 25th. The language used by the Foundation is as followst

"Two grants totaling 1^85,000 have been iiris to the Brookings Institution
by The Rockefeller Foundation. An outright grant of 1375,000 will help to establish
a new program 01 research and eauc&tion. Preparation of a hi&tory of the Federal
Reserve System will be partially financed by the other appropriation, amounting
to 4310,000.

Ihe proposed history of th* Federal Reserve System will iriclude an
appraisal of this unusual invention of government, and & review and analysis
of its functioning as iliurained by the papers and meiaories of men who helped
develop it. Kov such a laechanisoi of monetary control, uniquely adapted to
our needs, came to be established, by what devices it has endured and thrived,
and a stucy of its role in both government and the economy will be some phases
dealt with."
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Vith this announcement in iw*nd a letter can nov be drafted which will

spread information about the project to interested scholars 1st the banks and the

academic world.

Papers

The work of uncovering new sources of aaterial is by ao means finished.

On ft recent visit to Chicago Miss laaas i«am&d th&t the papers of Jmies forgan,

who played an iaportaat part in the formative ,years of tbe Board and the Chicago

Federal Reserve B&JUK, fill several pacitine cases in the storage baseaent of the

First National Beak. The papers of Melyin Traylor are al®o there. Both collections

will b© siaue available for the purposes of this Oosmitteo.

Plans

At the suggestion of the executive cojaidittes Kiss Adaas h&« started

on a series of conferences vith publishers as a start toward making plans for

publishing the eventual fruits of this project. Their recou3aenaatior*s will be

insludeu in the next progress report.

Iton&ld Voodward
Secretary
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24,

H**9Y*m Allan Sproul, Cbalraaa
V* Bndolrh Burgess
Bobert B. C*lkine
VIHim Me€. Martin, Jr.
Valter ¥• gtev&rt
Dons Id 8

SUFOEf 80. 5

The sostb viich b&e eleps*d sice* the Bockefeller foundation
tfcifi Coaoitt**1* requort for » major grunt has b©«a diirid#d betveen continuing
t&e vorfc of th« pilot pfea«e an<! preparing for th* longer mad different

Expansion

It was decided M&j lltls tfe&t, is. the event of the £&YQ&M* re
which h&» now cose, the Cawa&ttse wo l̂d b© enlarged «yad i t s eeo^e wideaiNi t̂ jr
the Rdditioa of three âmb̂ ra, to fee dreva, if possible, from tbe milk* of
historians, economists *»d politie^l scieatl*t«# (The third eategory va«
inexplicably dropped from tfe« miaat®« of tnat aeetlAgv for vhieh apologias
^erenrith.) A l i« t of stiggested uazaee was eirculsted, bat only tfcat of Lr,
Cyril ^estee «©t general approval. He het been invited to join the Cosa&ttee,

ao reply fens yet been

A second l i s t le appended to thie Program* Peport • your eomomnta
are needed*
Executive Coaa&ttee

At & meeting of the exeeutlw co^ittee (Messre Burge*e, Calkias and
Voodvard) in Ve^dagtoa on JTuae 11th a budget w&s &ppT&*®& for t&> fi»c«l y^ex
July lart, 1954 - «toe ^5thf 1955. This, which call* for an expenditure on offiee
cost* aad projects slightly !••« tnen that foreseen in tbe Proposal ($53#3^5 in
place of 154,500) hm* been forwarded to the Boekafelier Foundation with a
for the first yeftr»s funds* T̂ e suaaary i s as follows*
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July 1. 19U to Juna 30, 1955

.Budget as. £stimttted for

Annual . • luriea, office- coats **.ad Bese

Travel Cost* • • . . 3,000
Brookin&s Expenses and Ov&rhe&d • •» . • , . . 3,000
Contingencies and other expenses {including future

* » • • * • • • • • » . * * * • « * * • 4 # * # * • • • • « * # • « « • * * •

* 53,3^5

It vas agreed that the Idea of providiag an understudy for Miss Adams,
has proved troublesome, should be dropped fross budget aad staff consj

for the tiae being. The staff i t approved would consist of Miss Ada^
Hiss McCinstry as research assistant (1/2 time), a ooapstent secretary and a
typiat*

elmiraa», Mr. Sproul, has agr««d tfes,t !U tb@ future
h# v i l l s i t as the Executive Cossslttee. thus far that Cosmittee h-;xs isada no
foraml rales for itself , but provisions for action by a qtaorum, «s4 for
i eona^at by absent siembcrs, ar« under coasider«tioa«

"Proieota

fh^ Kinc^id project foi* sorting m& study of tlia Carter Qlasc papera
ia imdo^way. Vork sttirted June 15th, vith an Rgrê d grs^t of $4,000 (of vhicb
a fee of $lt500 goee to Professor Klncaid) and M understating that the work
would hold September 15th as i t s target d&te of co»pletio&*

The Chandler project for * study to be entitled *3enj#imin Strong -
C^atr&l Banker*1 h&a beea approved or* the beais of farther discussion, both vith
Miss Mams and vith Br* Calkins, and s supplementary »ea»randum (copy incioaed).
Tou will haT» received fro® Dr. Cftlklne & carbon of hia letter of m a w n u i to
Br« Chandler, wh© was gfiillag for Europe June 21at. K mom tmamX contract, to
be sips©d by £T. Chandler and by representatives of Brookings and this Committee,
will be ready vfeea the fonaer returns in S&pteaiber, We hope to have publishing
detail* ready for laclueioa then.

for preparing a w*#ter file of the ferohivaj and bibliographic
ic the regional banks has been uader diacuscioa, but the staff l^a not

able to get at it. Kcv that Nlaa Marguerite Burnett, llbrtsrimi of tha Fed-
eral Reserve Baak of Hew York, is at the point of retiring it may be poaaible to
»®mtr# hmr ©srvicea for this on a r»rt*tine.basis* A more detailed a^aoraadua
ea this will follow shortly.

The haat for papers coatiaues to yield velcos* results, and will be
eontiaued at least during this year.
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Adolph C, Millar papers have b*en deposited la the Federal
, listed by them, sad a copy of the l i s t has beea provided for the u»e of

this Ca&aittee. flam far so final sdae® of deposit ha* beam deeided.

pfepsrs, consisting of some twenty-six Toltiaes homd
ind«x«df fer« In Mi% Kocles1 office in Salt l̂ fce City* Mr, Ecde* in

the Library of Coagres® as a pl&oe of final 4«pogit for

¥• hare b««^ in toueh vit« tfe* daughter of to»ft ^r»p»r, foxmr Board
namber raeantly d»asa&@4, a&d &re told that pap#r» and di&al^s will b# b#ld for
our insp^etioc.

of ^, Barton B̂ t̂eAin era in the Library of th© Columbia
Usivereity School of

papers of Frederic H» Curtiae, Ĉ mirmau of tha Fadar&l
of Boatos from 1914 to 194^, r.ra s t i l l in hi* possession. Ĥ  gay« us a

items on the und«r»tiindiiig thst they voiilci be destroyed after notes had
bean WSLAQ frois th#r». Tris collection should be especially valuable for the
early history of th® Bostoa Bank.

e©a of Qliwr K> V. Spra^ue report® th^t his father kept fair
papers. Hfe did, however, preserve letters from Benjamin Stroaf• Tbaae
been eheeked agislast the !<ev York Bank f i les , tbeir carbons located, and the
originals returned to Mr, Theodore Spr&gue. ¥# eiso hare bad photostat copies
of » fev i«partant speeches of which duplicates cooLd not b«

The daughters of iilbart Strauss report thet their father left fev
papers* Th#y h»T# sent us & e&all set of

Mildred Adans
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June 9, 1954

Supplementary Statement Relative to a Proposed Study -
"Benjamin Strong—Central Banker**

The purpose of this note is to provide a somewhat

clearer description of the scope, comprehensiveness, and

completeness of the proposed study.

Hy purpose vlll b© to provide as complete a study

as possible of Benjamin Strong in relationship to the

evolution of Federal Reserve structures and policies and

to economic policies in general. To do this, I shall first

study Benjamin Strong's life before he assumed the leader-

ship of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, I shall study

his family backgrounds, his training and experience, his

position in the banking coisraunity, and his ideas as they

evolved in this period* In short, I shall do my best to

find out what type of person he vas and vhat kinds of ideas

and predispositions he had as he entered the System*

From that point on, I shall study carefully the

interactions of the man and his experience, trying to assess

his influence on course of events and the influence of

events on him and his thinking* This would include both

domestic and international aspects of his experience, for

I ana confident that both are important and inseparable*

In some cases, "domestic* policies were influenced by

international considerations, and after World ¥ar I—-if not

before—our so-celled "domestic" policies inevitably had

important effects on other countries* Moreover, it is my
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impression, still without adequate documentation, that

Mr« Strong also played an important role in conference with

foreign central bankers and other officials.

In short, sy objective is to provide as close to

a definitive study of the subject as the available materials

will permit, and the study would include Mr, Strong1s role

in both domestic and international developments*

Lester Chandler
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DRAFT FOR MR, WOODWARD

June 22, 1954

Progress Report No, 5

Messrs. Allan Sproul, Chairman
W. Randolph Burgess
Robert D. Calkins
William McC. Martin, Jr.
Walter W. Stewart
Donald B. Woodward

The month which has elapsed since the Rockefeller Foundation approved

this Committee*s request for a major grant has been divided between preparing

for the new phase and continuing the old.

Committee expansion

It was decided May 11th tha^ in the event of the favorable reply which

has now come, the Committee would be enlarged and its scope widened by the addition

of three members, to be drawn, if possible, from the ranks of historians, economists

and political scientists. (The third category was inexplicably dropped from the

minutes of that meeting, for which apologies herewith.) A list of suggested names

was circulated, but only that of Dr. Cyril James met general approval. He has been

invited to join the Committee, but no reply has yet been received.

A second list is appended to this Progress Report - your comments are

needed.

Executive Committee

At a meeting of the executive Committee (Messrs Burgess, Calkins and

Woodward) in Washington on June 11th a budget was approved for the fiscal year

July 1st, 1954- - June 30th, 1955* This, which calls for an expenditure on office

costs and projects slightly less than that foreseen in the Proposal ($53,325 in

place of $5-4,500) has been forwarded to the Rockefeller Foundation with a request

for the first year*s funds. The summary is as follows:
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ESTIMATED BUDGET
July 1, 1954- to June 30, 1955

Annual Budget as Estimated for 1954-55

Annual Salaries, office costs and Research
Contracts • .........$ 32,325

Travel Costs 3,000
Brookings Expenses and Overhead • . 3,000
Contingencies and other expenses (including future
research contracts) • 15,000

I 53,325

It vas agreed that the idea of providing an understudy for Miss Adams,

which has proved troublesome, should be dropped from budget and staff consider-

ations for the time being. The staff as approved would consist of Miss Adams,

Miss McKinstry as research assistant (l/2 time), a competent secretary and a

typist.

The Committee1s chairman, Mr, Sproul, has agreed that in the future

he will sit on the Executive Committee. Thus far that Committee has made no

formal rules for itself, but provisions for action by a quorum, and for tele-

phone consent by absent members, are under consideration.

Pro.jects

The Kincaid project for sorting and study of the Carter Glass papers

is underway. Work started June 15th, with an agreed grant of $4,000 (of which

a fee of f 1,500 goes to Professor Kincaid) and an understanding that the work

would hold September 15th as its target date^of-completion.

The Chandler project for a study to be entitled "Benjamin Strong -

Central Banker" has been approved on the basis of further discussion, both with

Miss Adams and with Dr. Calkins, and supplementary memorand^C; (copy inclosed.\

K

You will have received from Dr. Calkins a carbon of his letter of reassurance to

Dr. Chandler, who was sailing for Europe June 21st. A more formal contract, to be

signed by Dr. Chandler and by representatives of Brookings and this Committee, will
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be ready when the former returns in September. We hope to have publishing

details ready for inclusion then.

A project for preparing a master file of the archival and biblio-

graphic material in the regional banks has been under discussion, but the

staff has not been able to get at it. Now that Miss Marguerite Burnett,

librarian of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, is at the point of re-

tiring it may be possible to secure her services for this on a part-time

basis. A more detailed memorandum on this will follow shortly.

Papers

The hunt for papers continues to yield welcome results, and will

be continued at least during this year.

We are glad to report that the Goldenwelser papers are in Washington,

and have been sorted and listed; we are hoping that they will be deposited in

the Library of Congress. The Committee's expenditure of $150 on this has been

amply justified.

^ne Adolph C. Miller papers have been deposited in the Federal Reserve

Board, listed by them, and a list has been provided for the use of this Committee,

Thus far no final place of deposit has been decided.

The Marriner Eccles papers, consisting of some twenty six volumes bound

and indexed, are in Mr. Eccles1 office in Salt Lake City. Mr. Eccles is consid-

ering the Library of Congress as a place of final deposit for them.

We have been in touch with the daughter of Ernest Draper, former Board

member recently deceased, and are told that papers and diaries will be held for

our inspection.

The papers of A. Barton Hepburn are in the library of the Columbia

University School of Business.
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The papers of Mr. Frederic H. Curtiss, Chairman of the Federal

Reserve Bank of Boston from 191-4 to 1944, are still in his possession. He

gave us a few items on the understanding that they would be destroyed after

notes had been made from them. This collection should be especially valuable

for the early history of the Boston bank.
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Second List of Names

Suggested as Additional Committee Members

Please check your first and second choice, numbering them in that

order:

More information has been requested concerning Dr. Frederic C. Lane,

historian, whose name was circulated on the first list. It is true that Dr.

Lane who is Professor of History at Johns Hopkins, has been famous as the

author of studies of Venetian shipping during the Renaissance, but his inter-

est is by no means confined to the 15th century. He was editor of the Journal

of Economic History from 194-3 to 1951. He was historian for the Maritime Com-

mission in 1946-47, and his Ships for Victory, published by the Johns Hopkins

Press in 1951, is an account of American maritime activity in World War II.

He spoke at the recent Columbia convocation on a paper presented by Kuznets.

Charles C. Abbott economist, recently made Dean of the Graduate

School of Business at the University of Virginia. Dr. Abbott got his Ph.D.

from Harvard in 1933, taught there in the Department of Economics and the

School of Business Administration from 1931 to 1954; served with the War

Shipping Administration in 1942. His books include "the New York Bond Market,

Financing Business during the Transition (1946) and Management of the Federal

- — — • j i - - - -

Debt (1946).

Simon S. Kuznets, professor of Political Economy at Johns Hopkins.

Professor Kuznets, famous for his studies in capital formation, now President

of the American Economic Association, is one of the best known of American

economi sts.

Harold L. Reed, (aged 66) economist, Professor of Economics at

Cornell since 1923, was a member of the New York State Banking Board from 1933
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to 1944. His books include Development of Federal Reserve Policy (1922),

Federal Reserve Policy 1921-30 (1930) andihe Commodity Dollar (1934).

Lucius Wilmerding, political economist who dubs himself in Who's

Who "private scholar since 1951". Mr. Wilmerding got his master's degree

from Oxford in 1929; his career includes service in the Treasury as a politi-

cal economist from 1935 to 1941, economist with the War Shipping Administration

in 1944, member of the Institute for Advanced Study 1945-43, and consultant to

the Federal Reserve Board, 1951.

Joseph H* Willlts, economist, recently Director for the Social

Sciences at the Rockefeller Foundation (1939-1954), now going to the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania. Dr. Willits has been deeply interested in this

project since its inception. His vision and his enthusiasm are of great

value. He is well known to all members of this Committee.

Elmer Wood, economist, Professor of Economics at the University

of Missouri since 1930. Professor Wood, who was the teacher of Karl Bopp

and Lester Chandler, got his doctor's degree at Harvard in 1937. He was

economist for the Senate committee which held the Gold and Silver Inquiry

in 1924. Harvard granted him the David Wells Prize for his study on -"English

Theories of Central Banking Control, 1819-58**which the Harvard Press publish-

ed in 1939- Dr. Wood has been variously recommended as a Committee member, and

as the historian who should be asked to undertake the definitive history.

David McCord Wright, economist, Professor of Economics at the University

of Virginia, got his doctorate at Harvard in 1940, taught at the University of

Virginia Law School in 1940; he was economic consultant to the National Resources

Planning Board in 1943, Fulbright lecturer at Oxford in 1953, has been professor

at Virginia since 1940. His books include TheCreation of Purchasing Power (1942),

The Economics of Disturbance (1947) Democracy and Progress (1948) and Capitalism

(1951). He was co-editor with Robert Roosa of Money Trade and Economic Growth -

essays in honor of J. H. Williams.Digitized for FRASER 
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June 9, 1954

Supplementary Statement Relative to a Proposed Study -
"Benjamin Strong—Central Banker.•

The purpose of this not* is to provide • tos&evh&t

clearer description of the scope, comprehensiveness, &nd

completeness of the proposed study.

My purpose vlll be to provide aa complete a study

as possible of Benjamin Strong In relationship to the

evolution of Federal Reserve structures and policies «nd

to ©eonoe&c policies in geaevtl« to do thi«, I shall first

study Benjamin Strong's lift before he %8sua$d the leader-

ship of the Federal Reserve Bank of tfev Tork, 1 shall study

his family backgrounds, his training and experience, his

position in the banking community, and his ideas as they

evolved in this period* In short, I shall do my best to

find out vhmt type of pmrton he vas and what kinds of ideas

mnd predispositions he had at he entered the System.

Fmm that point on, I shall study carefully the

Interactions of the aan *nd his experience, trying to assess

his Influence on course of ©v«nts &nd the influence of

events on him «nd his thinking* This would Include both

domestic and international aspects of his experience, for

I aa confident that both &re important and inseparable.

In so&e cases, "domeetic* policies were influenced by

international considerations, and after World V*r I—if not

before—our so-culled "domestic" policies Inevitably had

important effects on other countries. Moreover, it it sgr
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impression, s t i l l without ©d&quate aoaumentatioa, that

Hr» Strong also played en important role ID conference with

foreign central banker* and other off icials .

la short, my objective ia to provide as close to

« definitive attidy of the ttabject as the ftvailable material©

will permit, a..sid the study would Include Mr. Strong's role

in both domestic and international developments.

Lester Chandler
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Cottadttee on the History of th* Federal Beeerve Syetes

17* 1954

Tot Meeare* AH**
W. Bandolph iwrgee*
Robert D. C*lkin#
miliiK McC. MejtU
Halter V,

reported earlier to be
in pOfiWHtftion of his vodovin meteoad, are to be deposited either In
the Library of the 0ni**reity of Vi*giai« at Charlotteeville or la
Vi3rgini* Histories! Society at Richmond* Tĥ r include dlarieef at
veil as epeeche* **& eo»e eorr»*pond«ttoc After diecu»«ion wi^i Mre»
yilliaaii1^ eon, Mr. John $. Villisffs, Jr. , i t eeeBo4 fairly cerUin

two institutions steaUoaed, hoe better f&ellitiee for naklag msh ml
leationg aTmilabla for

papers of '̂* ^, C^l^e^e|,geyr earlier reported to be in
In Prtuce^on, h&*e with «oae aid from thie Gaalttee#

been brought to tbi Chety Qiecte m of Hr« Ooldenweieer1^ «te«gliter» U s
eea»ii»-lmrt Kr. toirev Kaa«r«̂ » i*#|iortB that the collection eonteint
*p*pet$ that i*ould be of «oBoid^rebl« velue in a gtasty of Federal Beeerve
hietotgr. Pr* ao!4«ia«i»er apptrestly kept a kind of official rfieigr e t a
awber of important point* in th« history of the Federal !ieeer?e** Hr»
ga&arek %fillf over the next alar smnih®, ong&nite the s^terisl end l i s t i t
for us* After t^^t, the family would like to Bake i t available to
bu% uxuler »o%e arrangement by ^ ieh they Kill fcnov vho i t ueiag i t »n
that prefer eftfeetaards aeg«r« dl»er*tion» Pr* Valter Stenart of this
0Q««ittee v l l l a4fiee with Mm on this.

7h« Coeadttee^ part in thla lacludee I v ie i t to
veleer by your research dir»«tor n̂d a valunteered prottise of f!50«00 to
hel$» vith heading ohei^e*. Thin eaell int«rr»ntio«j a^arently a«ted a«
a ©fttalyet to reaolve a eitmtloa ^i*t hed ©ontintâ S confused aal «tetie
aioee Hr« Gold«nv-eif.t?rle d t h

^ ^ of %»b#rt B, vjtrren hete been eolle«te4(
his mn JPeter9 and e^at to Kr« Qfril JfRen, Vioo-Chftn<;*llor of MoGill

0nivar»l^r, vho |tl*ni a book from then9 the exaet fas© of vhieh ha* yet
to be eecide<3. t3ie eolleetioa i&elode* eo»# two his&drê  e«eaye *n&
mmmrznUg a&o«t of thea unpublieaed, together vith a gmall $mim% of eor*
reepondenoe. Other eorrefpond«ae# i t knovn to exift, a^l n i l l »• gathered.
Mr, Js&ec id l l send ut a copy of the 11 #t of askjeei* covered in the e#*«y#
and

,/G
an

Kildretl 9

Plrteter.
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OUMMlTTlft OK tSi HISTORY OF THE nDfcRAL FKSEBVE STSTW

Progress I-er-ort - 3

March 17| 1 9U

Tot Messrs, Allrn Sproul,
V, Randolph Burgess
Pobert S5, Calkins
Villiam MeC. Martin

V. Stewart

In the five veeke which have p&gjsed since you received the last
progress report, tin work then itartê i has followed the course laid out.

The Lfidex of key persons la th# F@d#r«l K^aerve Syst#m la steadily
growing. So Is the bibliography of uripublished .naterial. The chrono-
logioal Index has .moved from the planning to the operatlag st̂ tge. The
subject i&cex is to be started this week.

Intei'vlevg

interview process is yielding results no lets valuable for
being somewhAt different fro*a vhat we had expected, Ve find that the

which M M remeabr and recount on & first approach are not
the things they sight recall if closely pressed about

what b*ppeaed in • controvereial situation. In this e^rly pfasse,
it h&B eee^ed be^t to quest!;n Mostly in general terms rather than
to press on detail•

If the$«s interviews did no flwre thau aa;ie the project cone alive
in the minds of n»en whose cooperation is vital to its success (t&d to
that of the second phase) they voul:i b^ worth while. In addition they
.get men to thinking *bout pe.it events in which they played a part, and
in the process they frequently set the past in proportion ftgaifist the
foreground of tre present* this is of great help in working out the

of the main project.

The Progress Peport of February 8th listed some
vho feed been interviewed. Boas of these give us r&pe&ted
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assistance. Since February 3th, tre h&ve hftd at least out? interview
with Broofce Willis, Arthur tfillia, GugtB* K«yc-r, Daniel V. Bell,
George Vr3St, Miss Ann« fe&ftfMMtj Hiss Heta (UAIIt Fraacii Berkeley
of the OnlverEity of Virginia Library, Professor Elbert Kinoidj
Woodlisf Thomas, ?r,rV:er Vi i l is , taagar Serge, Carl Pitman, Profensor
Arthur Cole, Roy Toung, Helta? Starts* Floyd Harrison, Mrs* Ogdeo Mills,
Jotepfe Broderick, Robert Shlff, Hi.̂ s Henrietta Larson of the i.tervard
Business Histories group, Jay Crane, John Sinclair, Joseph Dreibelbig,

Papers

The hunt for ;«ertiB«nt pftp«rt hag r&c«ritly yielded these Itemsi
papers of Paul H» %?̂ rburiC. nov In t l» poa»«*siou of his *oo Ja.s.es

-•.t hll coiintry home in fiorth Greenv/ich, Connecticut, include a skeleton
diary of the period 1907 to 1914, covering events leading to Mr. Warburg1

taking of the osth of office as i member of the f i rs t Federal Reserve
Board* T'-ere i s also • diary of "Dally RappwslBga Bearing on the Vork

Policy of the Board" from October A to 2A$ 1915.

TK ra of J?>:;;eg p. V-'-.rburj?, housed In the aajMi f ^a r t e r s , include
t six-volume diary for the period 1933-34, covering both the banking
holiday and tVe London Economic Conference.

Tk© papers of Oliver H, W» Spr».ĵ \i# ar# in his son1 oateaeioc in
the Caabrldge house.

The pertioent papers of V&lter Llcht«n»teln fmwe been given to the
Baker Library a t Harvard,

The papert of H> Parker Villls are la tb* cellar and attic of the
Willis house on Btates ZBland* If this Cowilttee could sake I t possible,
Hr. Parker Vl l l l i sight go from Boatos to stateo Ialand to set those
papera In ordfisr, provided It if understood that be cloas uot know how

h of v&lue aay be found.

The papera of Horm n̂ 1U D îvig were left to the Cotmell or, foreign
Pelstionn &nd are now (M .̂rch 1C54.) la their heads. A final plaoe of
deposit has not been decided*

A collection of paper* of Dr« Adolph C* Miller, h»a been found
In && oatuied closet in Br. Miller's hone. Ttoy my b® turned over to
this Coanittee for teaporftrj deposit at the Brooklligs Institution, on t i l
they eaJB lie sorted and a final depositary chosen.

A avail collection nf ptspers left by Mr. Leon frsser at the First
National B-nnk of He* York h»» beon sent to this Coaalttee and If now in

We have oot sought to aoquire paperaj when offered them, we have
aft.de other suggestions for their deposit. But id both the fraser mid
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the Miller cas« eirctti&stsnc#ii aj»cte refusal diff icult . I t l a , hov^ver,
th«t these papers can b@ aoeepted cmly on & temporary basts*

The eoope of inquiry has recently bees vide««d by Mr« Sproul'e kind-
ness in vrtting ® le t te r introducing the pi lot project to tfce
of tlie other eleven Clettrlot Benks* V# folloved this by t f i r s t
*§ki&g for eert&ln iisform^tio?} v^ »«^d#d frcm ths other Feserre Banks,
and by & personal v is i t to th«t Boston Federal Be serve 'B&nk* Other
t̂ > other Reserve Bunks are in procp«ct,

We have had « ch&nge in personnel—-His® M«tglio took the plaoe of Mr©,
Kftrlu84 und as clerical work vn& falling behind schedule w§ «.ddt@d msother
typist, Hiss Krebs, H^&nvhile, the Board Librarian, Ki«s Sutherland, i s
kindljr giving us bibliographic help with certain material iia Vff-*Mngtonv
and the staff of the f̂ ew Tork Federal Reserve Bank continue* to b®
cooperative.

The t r ip le process of f i le staking, introductory isterview^ ami
of papers i« s t i l l going ftoflMflif *c<i ve hop« to continue i t

u : . t i l Kftj 1st , vhen the Rockefeller grant for the pilot project ends,
HeanvMle \tn are elso vorking on the design for the assic project vhieh
should fee ready for Cois&iitee members by early April* (A skeleton will
be ready next week)* Ye are s t i l l proceeding on the Assumption that
Committee raetsbers vould rsther be consulted iadivlduAXXy th&n a« fe
group, 4̂  meeting ^ayf hov^ver, b« neeessory before April 18th, vhen
the final draft, with the Cosisitt©©1^ approval, nust go to I'r* Vlll t ts*

Mildred Adams
Research Director
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Committee to Study the History of the Federal Reserve System

Progress Report — I

February 8, 1954

Tot Messrs* Allan Sproul, Chairman
V. Randolph Burgess
Robert D. Calkins
William McC. Martin
Valter Stewart

vDonald Woodward

The first three weeks of this Committee's work have yielded good re-
turns* Housekeeping details are well in hand, with pleasant offices made avail-
able in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (room 807), the Board in Washington
snd the Brookings Institution; in New York a research assistant (Hiss Katharine
McKinstry) and a secretary (Mrs. Edna Karius) are at work. Cooperation has been
established in Bank and Board, with officers and staff in both institutions very
helpful.

Data

The index of key persons in the Federal Reserve development is well
under way. The bibliography of unpublished material is started. The
chronological index is in the planning stage. The subject index comes
next, and for that we are getting expert advice.

Interviews

At least one interview has been held with each of the following (in
chronological order)-

Harold Roelse, William Trieber, Thomas Vaage, George Harrison, Thomas
Lamont, Russell Leffingwell, Gordon Vasson, Robert Roosa, Sam Carpenter,
Winfield Reifler, Valter Stewart, Leslie Rounds, Aryness Wickens, "Walter
Logan, Dr. John Williams, Dr. Robert Calkins, Randolph Burgess, Carl
Parry, Walter Wyatt, J. H. Case.

Also with Library and File Department heads - in Hew York
Miss Burnett, Miss Dillistin, Miss von Beuschlaub; in Washington, Miss
Sutherland, Miss Poeppelj Dr. Powell and Miss Katherine Brand of Recent
Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress-

The average thus far seems to run about ten interviews per week.
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Papers

Timing

As for discovery of documents &nd papers, we now knov that;- The diaries
of Charles Hamlln> Board member from 1914 to 1936, are at the Library of
Congress. The collection consists of 36$ volumes, of which *5 are diaries,
The papers of Governor- Harrison, in seven file drawers, taken with him
when he left the New York Federal reserve Bank, have been listed and are
to be handed over to us.
The papers of Carter Glass are at th, University of Virginia, and will be
listed.
The papers of Charles Dewes are at Marietta, Ohio.
Nelson V. Aldrich papers (in 1* boxes) are at the Library of Congress.
So are the Voodrov "Wilson papers, the George Norris papers, those of
Newton D. Baker, those of Charles Evans Hughes» those of Calvin Coolidge.
The papers of Dr. idvin Ketrraerer are with the Benjamin Strong Collection
at Princeton.
The papers of John Skelton,Williams are in the possession of his widow,
still living, in Richmond.
The papers of Ogden Mills (in 25 boxes) are in his stepson's garage at
Brookville, Long Island, and will be made available.
Tr.e papers of Paul Varburg ere in the Greenwich house of his son James,
and may be seen.

For the next three weeks this triple process of file making, introductory
interview, discovery of papers, will go forward. After that we taust start
to prepare first a preview of the main project to which this survey of ma-
terial is leading (to be in Dr. Villitts1 hands by April 1st) and then a
statement of the various sectors of the main project itself (including of
course a design for an internal history of the New York Federal Reserve
Bank), in as much detail as possible. This last should be ready for Com-
mittee Members by April 10th—it is due to be in Dr. Villitts1 office by
April 18th,

Committee members have been generous with individual help and advice* It
may be necessary to ask for a joint meeting in Kerch, but we will try to
keep the committee process as occasional as possible.

Mildred Adams, Research Director1
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work will be carried over into the second phase. This change, far from

injuring the end and purpose toward which this work is done, has certain

obvious benefits, including a valuable demonstration of Dr« Villits's

interest in the vhole undertaking.

Conversations in Washington and New lork have already made

apparent the high degree of cooperation which the Committee will also

receive from the Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Eeserve Bank of

New lork, and the Brookings Institution. With those and the Rockefeller

Foundation behind us, we are set on our nay.

In accordance with Mr, Woodward's suggestion of January 5th, I

talked on January 12th with Dr. Robert Calkins, President of the Brookings

Institution, clearing necessary physical and financial arrangements with

him and asking his advice on certain research details, the substance of

this conversation was as allows:

fiHANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS

«/ Brookings expects to receive the grant on or about February 15th.

(They may already have it in hand.) They will handle details of paying

salaries and reimbursing expense money or advancing it as seems most con-

venient.

They will provide a desk at the Brookings Institution for use

of the Committee's Research Director when in Washington* Library and

dining room facilities have also been made available.

The Mew lork Federal Reserve Bank will order stationery bearing

the Committee's name. It has been suggested that a dual letterhead might
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With cooperation of

The ErooldLai* Institution
722 4aokaon Fl«c#, It. ¥•
Washington 6, D. C.

jr . Bobsrt l . CalidLns, Presldsnt
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